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We do primarily three types of vehicle drives. A manufacturer’s new vehicle launch,
usually with about a day and a half’s driving, is generally a deep dive, with mul-

tiple versions of the vehicle (plus sometimes also the outgoing models, even competitors).
Weekly vehicles expose us to one copy of one particular trim—perhaps the top trim,

or their anticipated volume seller, maybe a special edition or a particular powertrain.
Press association comparo events have us driving multiple brands in various categories

(e.g. cars, SUVs and trucks by size and/or price). These drives are fairly brief, generally
20-30 minutes each. Here, manufacturers usually also enter just one trim (or occasional-
ly e.g. a luxury version and an off-roader). 

Each has benefits and shortcomings. Focus is generally helpful, but so is comparison.
Other trims or powertrains, prior models and competitive vehicles all offer insights. Each
is distinctive or especially representative in its own way. You’ll see we regularly dig into
elements of all of the above, especially on our weeklies, especially all-new vehicles. 

There are three EVs in this issue (and a late-in-the-cycle fourth will be in our next issue),
across a range of brands and prices. What may be most noteworthy about this is not that
there were so many, but that we are well on our way to a time when this no longer is
noteworthy, fast becoming as mainstream as, say, hybrids have become.

Other forms of change are also represented in this issue—from the transformation of
I-17 through Black Canyon, to a huge increase in traffic through the Mexican border, to
more autonomous vehicle projects sharing the same public streets we all drive on.

Too much asphalt and steel? Then break away with Sandra Muñoz Dorée and pho-
tographer-slash-wilderness-chef husband Bill Dorée for a California desert overlanding
trip that adds parks, motels, memorabilia and more, all with its own soundtrack built in.

Enjoy the ride!
Joe Sage
Publisher/ Executive Editor



▼ Rolls-Royce signals the end of an era
as it ceases production of its Dawn con-
vertible—the best-selling drophead in the
brand’s history. US deliveries concluded in
2022. With the success of Phantom VII
and its stablemates Phantom Coupé and
Phantom Drophead Coupé, an increasing-
ly youthful customer base was drawn to
the Rolls-Royce brand. These new super-
luxury consumers wanted a car that cap-
tured the glamor and romance of Rolls-
Royce’s transformative Goodwood era,
while in tune with contemporary tastes
and lifestyles. In creating Dawn, 80 per-
cent of the panels were entirely unique,
in cluding a “wake channel” emanating
from the Spirit of Ecstasy hood ornament
to evoke a sensation of gathering energy
while showing drivers a permanent van-
ishing point—a design feature en during
on other Rolls-Royce cars today. Dawn
broke with a long-established automotive
design convention. Almost without excep-
tion, convertibles are de signed in a 2+2
configuration, with full-size seating for
driver and passenger in the front, plus two
smaller seats for occasional passengers or
children in the rear. As the lack of rear-
seat space, particularly legroom, reduces
comfort and practicality, Dawn was made
a full four-seater with comfortable, indi-
vidual seating for all occupants. Engineers
spent months optimizing the convertible
experience with an exhaustive testing pro-
gram, to  neither eliminate airflow com -
plete ly nor permit disruptive levels in to
the cabin. Their test subject was a modi-

fied mannequin with a wig of long, flow-
ing hair, chauffeured for hundreds of hours
as a bank of sensors and cameras faithful-
ly recorded how the hair was displaced by
the moving air. The resulting data enabled
engineers to perfect Dawn’s aerodynamic
comfort with the roof open. 

▼ Saleen Automotive, the Southern Cali -
fornia vehicle manufacturer founded by
leg endary racing driver and vehicle buil -

der Steve Saleen, debuted its SA-40 model
at the 2023 National Mustang Racers As -
sociation (NMRA) “Ponies In the Smokies”
show in Sevierville, Tennessee in March, a
weeklong event with over 1,000 Mus tangs
of all generations from across the coun try.
Founded in 1983, Saleen celebrates with
an SA-40 Speedster (Saleen 40th Anni ver -
sary model), limited to only 10 units.
“Since its initial debut in 1984, the name

Saleen has become sy nonymous with the
words high-performance and Mustang,”
says Saleen. “While we have designed and
manufactured other ve hicles, the Mustang
is the genesis for Saleen Automotive."
NMRA president and CEO Steve Wolcott
concurs, noting, “Both NMRA and Saleen
were born during the Fox Mustang era,
and both are still in the game decades
later. With that in mind, we couldn’t think
of a better venue for Saleen fans to cele-
brate 40 years of Saleen performance ve -
hicles at our big anniversary bash in Nor -
walk.” Steve adds, “Saleen’s 40th anniver-
sary also corresponds with the last year of
the S550 Mustang platform. We really
wanted to make the SA-40 special, and I
think we have, by creating the best look-
ing and highest performing Saleen Mus -
tang to date. In conjunction with Cruise
for a Cause and its contribution toward
cancer re search, this special SA-40 sweep-
stake car will certainly help get the word
out to the community.” Tra di tionally, Sa -
leen anni ver sary models are finished in
yellow, black or white. Not since the SA-15
anniversary model in 1998 has Saleen pro-

duced a yellow SA model, but now you can
add the 2023 SA-40 to the yellow camp.
Finished in proprietary Speedlab Yellow
with black and white accents, the SA-40
features a new tonneau cover with dual
hoop carbon fiber style bar. The SA-40
Speed ster is based off the Saleen 302
Black La bel convertible with 800 horse -
power. All SA-40s are outfitted with special
wheels, Racecraft suspension, Saleen

brakes, and a 40th anniversary interior
package. MSRP starts at $142,000.

▼ Apocalypse Manufacturing set out
15 years ago to create a 6x6 vehicle that

could survive the end of times and today
has over 220 on the road worldwide. They
have now turned their Jug gernaut 6x6 into
a 4x4—the Apocalypse Super Truck—with
an 850-hp modified supercharged 6.2L
Hell  cat HEMI V8. “We wanted to combine
me die val, barbaric design that is impossi-
ble to ignore, with the ferocity of the HEMI
Hellcat engine,” says Jos eph Ghattas, com-
pany own er, engineer and head designer.
Atop 40-inch tires on 22-inch SFJ rims, the

truck sits 83 inches tall, 98 inches wide
and240 in ches long. Indepen dent front
suspension, locking differentials and Dana
60 axle bring 15,000 lbs tow capacity. The
exterior features a steel front “grumper”
(grille/bumper com bo), slate-piled rear
steel bumper and a slant-back roll-and-
lock cover over its almost-eight-foot bed.
Ample tire travel enables ramp-launch ten
feet off the ground (a feature tested over

50 times). Modes cover off-roading and
drag race, and you can save your own cus-
tom mode. High-performance cooling is
designed specifically for the desert and
hot climates. The Super Truck will seat a

seven-foot-tall person comfortably and
has the industry’s largest rear bench. The
interior is leather, with 12-inch head unit,
Harman Kardon audio, heated-cooled-pow -
er seats and power mirrors, bird’s eye and
rear mirror live cams plus parking sen-
sors, panoramic sunroof and power steps.

▼ French automaker Alpine, founded in
1955 by Jean Rédélé, has carved out a
name for itself as a manufacturer of sports

cars. In 2018, Alpine unveiled the new
A110, a sports car showcasing key princi-
ples of compactness, light weight and agil -
ity. The Alpine Business Unit was created
in 2021, as Alpine became a Re nault
Group brand, continuing its own sports
car de velopment, while bringing its engi-
neering expertise at Alpine Rac ing and
Alpine Cars to the group. The A290, a
future compact B-segment electric sports

car in Alpine’s new era, now brings the
A290_ß (A290 beta) show car, the first of
three models in a fu ture new generation
of ful ly electric sports cars, notable for its
three-seat ar chi tecture and central driving
position—the driver at one with the car,
focused on the driving experience, pas -
sengers with an unparalleled experience
as co-pilots. Design, materials and tech-
nology encapsulate a new angle on elec-
tric cars that are just as suited for sustain-
able motorsports as for everyday drives,
and as exciting for the passengers as the
driver. The A290_ß name is based on an
Alpine global naming strategy—the letter
A, followed by three numbers. The num-
ber 2 stands for the B-segment and the
90 stands for the brand’s future lifestyle
range. The Greek letter beta indicates an
intermediate phase working up to the pro-
duction vehicle’s official launch in 2024. Its
electric motor will also be manufactured
in France, in the Cléon Megafactory. The
development car’s aluminum wheels fore-
shadow the production build, cut in a sin-
gular pattern and combining three colors:
Alps Snow (matching the body), classic
glossy mineral black and a blue rim. A
square cut-out at the center of the 20-inch
circle adds an original touch. Tires were
purpose-engineered with Michelin for
optimal performance, agility and control

in all conditions. As one of Alpine’s hall-
marks, the tires have two white triangles,
which show where to position the tire to
the wheel, with the Michelin name written
visibly in white on the side. A city-friendly
hot-rod inspired by racing cars and the
Alpenglow concept car—that, in a nutshell,
is what they say the A290_ß is all about.

Apocalypse 
Super Truck
4x4 
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Rolls-Royce Dawn
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▼ The all-electric Fisker Ocean, the au -
to maker’s debut vehicle, has won the in ter -
nationally recognized 2023 Red Dot Pro -
duct Design Award winner for Best Elec tric
Vehicle—for beautiful aesthetics, excellent

function, ease of use, and responsibility/
sus tainability—with chairman and CEO
Hen rik Fisker and the Fisker de sign team
accepting the award at the Red Dot Gala in
late June in Essen, Germany, where the
Fisker Ocean will be part of a “Milestones
in Con temporary Design” ex hibition of Red
Dot Award winners at the Red Dot Design
Mu seum, running through May 2024. Built
at a carbon-neutral facility in Graz, Aus -
tria, the Fisker Ocean EV’s materials are
carefully selected to reduce environmental
impact, including more than 50 kg of re -
cycled polymers, bio-based content and
other recycled materials. While keeping the
design language and form factor of an SUV,
the aerodynamic silhouette and low, wide
stance add efficiency to the Ocean’s
range. The exterior is defined by a sports
car look, feel and dy namic, with elegant
arcs, clean surfaces and smooth high-
lights. Large 22-inch wheels ground its
pro portions, while slim wrap-around light-
ing integrates into body panels concealing
ADAS sensors and the world’s first digital
radar in a consumer ve hicle. With one but-
ton, California Mode opens the SolarSky
roof and all windows simultaneously for a
convertible feel. Range is estimated at 350
miles (US with 22-inch wheels, or 440
WLTP-UK with 20-inchers or 436 with 22-
inchers). The SolarSky integrates solar pan -
els onto a panoramic glass power roof, ad -
ding up to 1,500 miles of solar-powered
range per year. The Fisker Ocean had its
first delivery in Denmark in May, with Hen -
rik Fis ker personally presenting the vehi-

cle to its new owner at the Fisker Center+
facility in Copenhagen. A limited Ocean
One launch edition model, it was present-
ed in Great White paint, 22-inch AirGlider
Black alloy wheels and a white Sea Salt in -

terior with white alcantara seats.

▼ The Audi TT, which began series pro-
duction in 1998, turns 25 years old this
year. Audi had launched the A8 in the ’90s,
then renaming other mo dels from 80/90
to A4 and 100/ 200 to A6 (and the first S
car, the 200-derived S4, named for sport
and quattro drive, soon re named to align
with its size, as S6) —with Audi A4 first to
embody a new design language, followed

by A3 and A6. In parallel, American de -
sign er Freeman Thomas, under then-head
of design Peter Schreyer, created the Audi
TT Coupé, a puristic sports car study pre-
sented to an enthusiastic audience at IAA
in Frankfurt in 1995—its “TT” name remi -
niscent of the legendary Tourist Trophy on
the Isle of Man, one of the oldest motor-
sports events in the world, where Audi
forebears NSU and DKW celebrated great

success with their motorcycles, while also
recalling the sporty NSU TT of the 1960s.
The Audi TT Coupé’s deliberate departure
from standard Audi naming underscored
the novelty of the model. In December
1995, the decision was made to mass-pro-
duce the TT. Audi exterior designer Tor -
sten Wenzel, who helped bring the study
to series production, recalls, “The greatest
praise was when the trade press noted
appreciatively that not much had changed
from the study to series model, although
we did, of course, have to adapt many de -
tails due to the technical specifications for
the series version, including the propor-
tions.” The integration of a rear side win-
dow elongated the car’s profile and in -
creased the sports car’s dynamics. The
body of the Audi TT appears to be made
from one piece, Wenzel says, and the front
end, without traditional bumper over-
hangs, emphasizes its clear form. Num er -
ous circular elements inspired the car’s
exterior and interior. Inspired by Bauhaus
Euro pean design, every line in the Audi TT
has a purpose, every shape a function. It
worked, as Auto Europe voted it the best
new car of the year in 1999, and by 2006,
178,765 first-generation Audi TT Cou pés
had rolled off the line. The gen-two TT
Coupé, based on the platform of the A3,
was launched in 2006, with a Road ster ad -

ded in 2007. In 2008, the TTS four-cylin-
der turbo model joined other Audi S cars,
while the TT 2.0 TDI quattro arrived as the
world’s first production diesel sports car. A
TT RS five-cylinder turbo arrived the next
year. Generation three arrived in 2014.
There are in fact two anniversaries this
year, as Audi Hungaria Motor Kft—where
the TT was produced from its outset— cel-
ebrates alongside the Audi TT itself. ■

Audi TT

Fisker Ocean
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W e drove both the Toyota Supra 3.0 and
GR86 for a week each last year (see

May-June 2022), then the new Supra 3.0 finally
with a manual transmission for a week earlier this
year (see March-April 2023). Whether we drive
both or just one, we always seem to find ourselves
thinking whether the GR86 amounts to what could
be called a Supra 1.0, all the moreso since Toyota
introduced the turbo-4 Supra 2.0 (which also dilut-
ed Sup ra’s long-inviolate status as a six-cylinder).

We’ve pondered this when the GR86 was the
Scion FR-S and then when it was simply the Toy o -
ta 86 (as it long had been in the rest of the world).
When Toyota added the Gazoo Racing initials to the
86, we took that as a nod to our line of thought.

There are, of course, notable differences. The
GR86 is a four-seater; the Supra a two. Power is

certainly higher in the Supra, though the gap has
been narrowed via both a bump in power for the
GR86 and the addition of the mid-powered Supra
2.0, while horsepower also increased on the Supra
3.0 at that time. The 2.0 also lowered Supra’s entry
price point. Suspension, brakes, body and platform
overall are much more ad vanced in the Sup ras,
which, despite being two-seaters, are some 300 to
500 pounds heavier than the GR86. GR86 is short-
er than Supra, but with a longer wheelbase—ad -
vantage Supra for a tighter turning cir cle, advan-
tage GR86 for smaller overhangs. With higher
ground clearance and without Supra’s clamshell
roof, the GR86 offers easier entry and exit.

The 86/GR86 has always had the advantage of
offering a manual transmission, adding a fun and/
or control factor that could make it enticing or even

irresistible to an otherwise-Supra buyer. But the
new manual Supra eliminates that comparative.

As for four seats versus two, the tight rear seats
will likely go unused by most people, typical for a
very small sports coupe at any price, and they give
the GR86 a smaller trunk capacity, though GR86
has more useful stash points in-cabin.

As freestanding specs, 228 horses in a 2833-lb
car is good. Horsepower has increased so much in -
dustrywide, we refer back to a gen-one Porsche
Boxster for reference—201 hp and about 2750
pounds. That was taken at face value as a decent
little performer worthy of its badge, and the GR86
has a stronger power-to-weight ratio than that.

As in the past, we found the GR86 very respon-
sive, with solid steering and brakes. The manual
transmission is (for us) a winner in itself. And the
more aggressively you shift, the better it shifts.
Rev-matching (which we don’t much care for) is
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SUB-SUPRA FUN by Joe Sage

not needed. Running up a freeway ramp, we were
able to accelerate, shift through a few gears and
take a big van before the merge, nice but using
about all the oomph it has. On surface streets, as
a light turned green and we gave the GR86 a
healthy kick, we were dusted by both an American
muscle car and an EV. But referring back to that
power-to-weight comparison, we know your drive
experience can be sporty without being super
powerful or super fast. It’s not a performance race-
car, at least not stock, but it is fun. How this stacks
up for you will depend upon your own thrill thresh-
olds and perhaps how competitive the streets are
in your neck of the woods.

The GR86 is generally unchanged for 2023. The
only thing different is availability of a 10th Anni -
ver sary Edition (which ours is not), in Solar Shift
orange with black stripes, matte black wheels and
GR cat-back exhaust.

When you come down to it, Toyota GR86 is not
quite a baby Supra. Yet that comparison persists.
It’s probably best bearing its own name, admitted-

ly below Supra in performance. But GR86 does de -
liver above average fun. And it can leave you with
enough cash to buy something else, too. ■

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY ...........................Ota, Gunma, Japan
ROWS / SEATS ..............................two/four (2+2)
ENGINE ................2.4L 4-cyl boxer, alum/alum,

DOHC 16v w dual VVT
HP/TORQUE ..............................228 hp / 184 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................12.5:1
TRANSMISSION ............................6-spd manual
DRIVETRAIN..................................................RWD
SUSPENSION .....................F: sport-tuned indep 

MacPherson strut; 18.3mm stblzr bar;
R: sport-tuned indep dbl wishbone style 

multi-link; 14mm stblzr bar
STEERING ..........................elec power steering
BRAKES ...............F: 11.6 vented; R: 11.4 vented 
WHEELS .........................(Premium) 18x7.5 alloy
TIRES ...........215/40 R18 Michelin Pilot Sport 4
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................167.9 / 101.4 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ..................................5.1 in
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................35.4 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................37.0 / 33.5 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................41.5 / 29.9 in
CARGO CAPACITY ..................................6.26 cu.ft
WEIGHT .........................(Premium, MT) 2833 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY............premium rec / 13.2 gal
MPG ..........................20/27/22 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$30,500
PREFERRED ACCESSORY PACKAGE #1: carpeted

floor mats, carpeted trunk mat, first aid kit,
quick change cable pkg, key gloves ........404

REAR BUMPER APPLIQUÉ - CLEAR .....................69
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1095

TOTAL ...................................................$32,068
Prices have increased; see chart.

2023 TOYOTA GR86 LINEUP
MT AT

GR86 ......................................$28,400 .......$29,900
GR86 Premium .............▼ 31,000 .........32,500

Fun interface epiphany: we were annoyed by what seemed like a hypersensitive volume knob on the audio system, which was changing our radio channel (AM-FM-
Sat) every time we tried to just turn it up or down. Turns out it was our knuckles hitting some sensitive buttons to its right. Bad layout? Oh, wait—this is a native
righthand-drive Japanese car. With the center stack to your left, it would be a non-issue. Start thinking about this more, and it has to be a common scenario.

Advantage, small cockpit: the cabin cooled very quickly and effectively during
springtime temps in the 90s, which bodes well for our more extreme months.
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PERFORMANCE DRIVING SCHOOLSRESOURCES:
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E xperience all Phoenix Raceway has to offer— from concerts,
to pre-race and more—during the exciting NAS CAR season

finale in November. 
The 2023 Fall NASCAR Championship Week end at Phoe nix

Race way has four major races over three days—the NASCAR
Craftsman Truck Series Championship and ARCA Menards Series
West Cham pionship on Friday; the NASCAR Xfinity Ser ies Cham -
pionship on Saturday; and the NASCAR Cup Series Cham pion ship
on Sunday. Only one of the final four drivers will be crowned a
champion. Who will have what it takes to be the last one stand-
ing in Ruoff Mort gage Victory Lane?

TICKETS & INFORMATION: To secure tickets for this November’s
NASCAR Championship Week end, informa tion on ad di tion al ex -
periences and entertainment, and the latest updated schedule
details, call the Phoenix Race   way ticket office at 866-408-RACE
(7223) or vis it online at phoenixraceway.com.

Fans looking to buy or resell reserved seats can also visit
SeatGeek.com. ■

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
NASCAR Racing Experience......................................................8:00 am - 12 noon

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2
NASCAR Craftsman Truck Series practice and qualifying ............................tbd
ARCA Menards Series West practice and qualifying.....................................tbd

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3
NASCAR Xfinity Series practice .........................................................................tbd
NASCAR Cup Series practice..............................................................................tbd

NASCAR CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES 
CHAMPIONSHIP ..............................................................................tbd

ARCA MENARDS SERIES WEST CHAMPIONSHIP ..7:00 pm

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
NASCAR Xfinity Series qualifying.......................................................................tbd
NASCAR Cup Series qualifying ...........................................................................tbd

NASCAR XFINITY SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP ................4:00 pm

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5
NASCAR CUP SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP RACE ...........1:00 pm
Schedule and details subject to change

NASCAR CHAMPIONSHIP WEEKEND
NOVEMBER 3-5, 2023
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SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY.............................Bremen, Germany
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION ..Germany / Germany
CONTENT........78% Germany / 0% US/Canada
ENGINE .....handcrafted AMG 4.0L V8 biturbo,

diecast alloy block/heads
HP/TORQUE ..............................577 hp / 590 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO ...................................8.6:1
TRANSMISSION .......AMG Speedshift MCT 9G
9-spd auto w wet multi-disc start-off clutch

DRIVETRAIN .......AMG Performance 4MATIC+
fully variable all-wheel drive

0-TO-60 MPH.......................................est 3.5 sec
SUSPENSION.....F/R: AMG Active Ride Control 

w semi-active anti-roll stabilization, 
aluminum dbl wishbones, anti-dive control,

coils, adaptive adjustable damping
STEERING .....electromech speed-sens pwr w

rack & pinion, var ratio, var pwr assist
BRAKES ............hydraulic dual-circuit system: 

F: 390mm composite, vented & perforated,
6-piston aluminum fixed caliper;

R: 360mm composite, vented & perforated,
1-piston aluminum floating caliper 

WHEELS............F: 9.5 J x 20 H2; R: 11 J x 20 H2
TIRES ...............F: 265/40 ZR 20; R: 295/35 ZR 20
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................185.2 / 106.3 in
GROUND CLEARANCE .......................................na
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................42.1 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)............................................TBA
LEGROOM (F/R)...............................................TBA
CARGO CAPACITY .............................7.5-8.5 cu.ft
WEIGHT ..........................................................TBA
FUEL / CAPACITY ............premium unl / 18.5 gal
MPG ..........................14/21/16 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE......................................$178,100
PAINT: Manufaktur Monza Grey Magno......3250
RED SOFT TOP .......................................................nc
LEATHER: black Nappa .......................................nc
CARBON FIBER TRIM........................................2850
AMG AERODYNAMICS PKG .............................2850
AMG NIGHT PKG .................................................750
EXTENDED NIGHT PKG .......................................750
AMG DARK LIGHT PKG .......................................550
BLACK MICROFIBER HEADLINER ....................1600
FRONT SEATS: multicontour w massage .........nc
HEATED/VENTED FRONT SEATS..........................nc
AUDIO: Burmester high-end 3D surround ...4500
WHEELS: 21-in AMG forged, black................3300
LOAD COMPARTMENT PKG ...............................485
DRIVER ASSISTANCE PKG: Active assist: Dis -

tron ic distance, steering, lane keep, lane
change, emergency stop, speed limit, brake
w cross-traffic, blind spot; evasive steering
assist; route-based speed adapt ............1950

PERFORMANCE LINE: front axle lift, illuminated
doorsills, hands-free access, heated steer-
ing wheel, AMG light display, AMG drive unit
steering wheel buttons, active LED head-
lights, surround view camera, heads-up dis-
play, augmented nav video ......................1800

GAS GUZZLER TAX ............................................1300
GUARD 360 VEHICLE PROTECTION......................50
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1050

TOTAL.................................................$205,135

2023 AMG SL ROADSTER LINEUP

AMG SL 43.........375 hp ...........................$109,900
AMG SL 55.........469 hp .............................137,400
AMG SL 63.........577 hp........................▼ 178,100
AMG SL E Performance hybrid....coming later

ing about 595 pounds) is increased by 18 per cent,
and transverse rigidity is 50 percent higher than
the already highly advanced AMG GT Road ster,
with longitudinal rigidity 40 percent higher.

Like the Mercedes-AMG EQE Sedan in this is -
sue, our SL came in MANUFAKTUR Magno flat-ap -
pearance paint, though a different shade of grey,
and with a red soft top. These paints have an un -
matched presence, telegraphing the feel of a solid
cast ingot (which is a neat juxtaposition of experi-
ences if you inadvertently rap a knuckle on one of
the composite doors).

This is a $200,000-plus car (as ours was outfit-
ted, with fairly irresistible options). And it’s a beau -
ty, in side and out—and in motion. Ex pense is easy
enough to achieve; expense you can see, feel,
touch and appreciate from first sight is a signifi-
cant accomplishment, and they have succeeded.
The immediate and lasting conclusion: “worth it.”

The SL has long benefitted from a long, wide,
ground-hugging stance. The aforementioned low-
ering of the center of gravity, along with the move
to 4MA TIC+ all-wheel drive, makes it all better
than ever—the car tracks and corners just perfect-
ly at any speed. It’s a platform that could be ideal
for a wide variety of vehicles, with the small yet
commanding cabin of this 2+2 performance road-
ster perhaps the optimum of all possibilities.

The soft convertible top (which removed about
46 pounds from the upper half of the car) raises or
lowers in about 15 seconds—our benchmark for a
quick top on even a two-seater, and this is a 2+2
—and can be done at speeds up to 60 km/h (about
37 mph). The top also lies flush when retracted, no
longer gobbling up about half the trunk volume, as
the retractable hardtop did. The trunk’s nicely rec-
tilinear volume, by the way, is far more spacious
than its specification suggests. The trunk lid itself
also accomplishes its final close electrically, an
as surance that the rear spoiler’s conditions-con-
textual smart operation will not be interfered with
by any careless closing.

Drive modes include Sport, Sport+ and Track
Pace (each with a distinct binnacle instrument lay-
out). The two sport modes offer a blip-shift feature
for rapid (yet dramatic) downshifts, a feature found
with some performance manuals. We didn’t use
these, as performance was stellar in de fault mode.
Track Pace provides a range of race engineering and
performance log features we would not be try ing
during our public-road-oriented week.

Instrument and feature setup in the driver inter-
face is unusually straightforward for today’s com-
plex systems, one of the more complete, yet intu-
itive minimal-step systems we’ve seen. The main

he Mercedes-Benz SL has graced our roads for
70 years now, with a variety of iterations since

the original Gullwing coupe in 1954 and first open
roadster in 1957, with two-seaters and 2+2 four-
sea ters, soft tops, removable hardtops and re trac -
table hardtops, and a variety of powertrains along
the way. The lineup was simplified for 2022 —af -
ter skipping the 2021 model year. (Unchanged for
2023, our sample here is a still-new 2022.)

One big change in this seventh generation is the
discontinuation of the V12 version (most recently
the Mercedes-AMG SL 65). As lineups are impact-
ed by big-gasoline-engine angst industrywide, we
can be glad this existed, providing headroom for
this adjustment at the high end, while (for now)
leaving the V8 models intact. In fact, some have
preferred the V8, anyway, as its front/rear weight
distribution is more balanced than with a V12.

Removable hardtops create their own stowage
and ready convenience issues and were replaced
on the SL in 2001 with a retractable hardtop, which
has been a feature over two generations, through
2020. A second big change is that this has now
been replaced with a power-retractable soft top.
As with all such things, some may celebrate this,
some may lament it, some may call it a tradeoff. It
is marketed as the return of a roadster to its roots,
and we agree—lighter, with a lower center of gra -
vity, less complex by far, and quicker up and down.

A third big change is that SL is now all-AMG,
comprising a Merce des-AMG-two-digit-only line-
up, with no more Mer  ce des-Benz SL three-digit
ver sions. Tending toward a biggest-is-best mind-
set, we are okay with this. But someone with SL de -
sire, yet watching their budget, may miss the oth-
ers. Again, though, this is a chance for the compa-
ny to respond to market or regulatory pressures,
while keeping a purist core alive and well.

What’s more, just as we ended our week with
this one, they announced a new addition to the
lineup—a Mercedes-AMG SL 43, arriving this sum -
mer. This has a 375-hp turbo-four and 4.8-second
zero-to-60 time (weight and fuel mileage yet to be

announced), and of course provides a lower-cost
starting end, while also buffering the lineup fur-
ther for regulatory survival. (Also arriving in the near
future will be an SL E Performance hybrid.)

A fourth big change is that the two so far—the
AMG SL 55 and 63—are 4MATIC+ all-wheel-driv-
ers. The AMG SL 43, however, will be a rear-driver.

This generation remains a 2+2 four-seater.
New through and through, the gen-seven SL is

an AMG lightweight composite aluminum build,
with an aluminum space frame and self-support-
ing structure, optimizing rigidity, precise driving
dynamics, comfort, vehicle packaging and propor-
tions. The new body shell is a clean sheet design,
with not a single component from the prior SL or
any other model (such as the AMG GT Roadster).

Optimized materials and shapes create space
for components delivering advanced performance,
comfort and safety—as well as the soft top. Ma -
ter ials include aluminum, magnesium, fiber com-
posites and steel. The windshield frame works
with a roll bar system behind the rear seats, which
can extend at lightning speed if needed, for roll -
over protection.

Torsional rigidity of the body shell (itself weigh-

glorious
BY JOE SAGE

(cont’d)

T



screen—blessedly not overly large—is posi-
tioned atop the forward area of the console,
where it features another delight, power-angling
forward and back through just enough range to
optimize its visibility, notably making it super easy
to eliminate the downside of every other screen,
sunlight glare—just power it forward or back a
cou ple of degrees. Loved this.

We often wear light leather gloves when temps
ease above 100 degrees, at least until the interior
cools down (which of course is pretty quick in this
smallish cabin), and we did find those especially
essential when first starting out on our hottest
days, as the metal bits on the steering wheel can
be blisteringly intense after sitting in the sun. 

We had a long, winding, twisty, open road
drive planned for our last couple of days, but our
week was unexpectedly cut short without that
session. Nonetheless, ever moment and every
mile within an hour or so of our home base was
ex quisite. Someday, we’ll do the rest.

Give it a spin, and anybody and everybody will
surely want to own this AMG SL. Pricey it is, but
if you have a quarter-million dollars in your new
car budget, you’ll still have plenty left over. And
seriously, the SL 43 and even 55 must be tremen-
dous values—we’ll have to give them a spin
sometime, too. ■
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Rand McNally 2024 Midsize - 
EasyFinder Road Atlas - Spiral (Large Print)
ISBN: 9780528026935
Pages: 160, Format: spiral, stay-flat binding
Dimensions: 8 x 11 inches (travel size)
From $19.99 each, 24-pack

Rand McNally 2024 
Large Scale Road Atlas (Large Print)
ISBN: 9780528027192
Pages: 288, Format: spiral-bound
Dimensions: 10.375 x 15.375 inches
From $29.99 each, 24-pack

Rand McNally 2024 
Motor Carriers’ Road Atlas
ISBN: 9780528027208
Every mile, in every cab, American truckers rely
on Rand McNally’s Motor Carriers’ Road Atlas for
the most comprehensive highway and trucking
information on the market. America’s #1-selling
trucking atlas is designed to meet the unique
needs of professional drivers, helping save time,
save money, and stay compliant. Other Features:
• Detailed coverage of state and national

designated routes 
• Updated restricted routes, low clearance, and

weigh station locations 
• 22-page mileage directory including more than

40,000 truck-route-specific, city-to-city mileage 
• Road construction and conditions hotlines 
• Updated coverage of hazardous materials

regulations 
• Easy-to-use chart of state and provincial permit

agency phone numbers and websites 

Rand McNally 2024 
Deluxe Motor Carriers’ Road Atlas
ISBN: 9780528027161
Laminated and spiral bound Motor Carriers’ 
Road Atlas for heavy-duty users. The #1 selling
trucker’s road atlas in North America is as tough
as the rig you’re driving. With its laminated pages
and spiral binding, the Deluxe Motor Carriers’
Road Atlas can stand up to all of the wear-and-
tear from the road. Save time and money with
this easy to use atlas. Other Features:
• Durable, laminated pages stand up to stains

and liquids, and won’t show signs of normal
wear-and-tear 

• Tough spiral binding allows the book to lay
open easily 

• Detailed coverage of state and national
designated routes 

• Updated restricted routes, low clearance, and
weigh station locations 

• 22-page mileage directory including more than
40,000 truck-route-specific, city-to-city mileage 

• Road construction and conditions hotlines 
• Updated coverage of hazardous materials

regulations 
• Easy-to-use chart of state and provincial permit

agency phone numbers and websites 

For complete information or to order, visit:
www.thebookco.com ■

Beginning with its predecessor the
Auto Chum in 1924, the Rand McNally

Road Atlas has been an essential, trusted
tool for road travelers for 100 years. 

Cele brat ing its centennial anniversary,
this 2024 Special Collector’s Edition
features a trip down memory lane—
a nostalgic look back at 100 years of
roadside culture, cars and the high way
system that shaped the open road, as
well as showcasing Road Atlas covers
through the years.

Billed as “America’s #1 Road Atlas”
and made in the USA, it includes
updated maps of every US state and
Canadian pro vince, an overview map of
Mexico, and de tailed inset maps of over
350 cities and 20 US National Parks. 

Rand McNally 2024 Road Atlas
ISBN: 9780528027185
Publisher: Rand McNally (April 17, 2023)
Pages: 144, Format: Saddle Stitched
Dimensions: 10.375 x 15.375 inches
Case Pack 24, List Price $24.99 each
25-99 at $20.49; 100-499 at $19.99, 
500+ at $19.24; or inquire for higher quantities.
Branding (1-color imprint; belly-band wrap) 
at additional cost.

Other formats and editions also available:

AMERICA’S
NUMBER ONE
ROAD ATLAS
TURNS 100
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W H E R E  T H E  S T R E E T S
H AV E  N O  N A M E

Following visits by peyote-popping hip-
pies, but long before Los Angeleno in -

flu encers descended upon Joshua Tree Na -
tional Park, Irish rock band U2 immortal-
ized it by name. Their 1987 album was
named after the boho chic-est national
park. Thanks to the popularity of the al -
bum and the band itself, it became one of
the most fabulous hipster destinations in
the Golden State.

We spent five action-filled days over-
landing in this dry corner of California,
where towering rock formations and, of
course, forests of Joshua Tree, also known
as Yucca brevifolia, pepper the landscape.
You can climb, bike and hike on this rocky
terrain, and as a bonus, you can immortal-
ize your stay with a selfie and the subse-
quent bragging rights that come with it.

Starry nights
If a full day of activities has you worn out,
take it easy, grab a chair and wait until
sunset when the park really comes alive.
Re cently designated as an IDark Sky park
by the International Dark Sky Assoc i a -
tion, a gaze upward will reveal dark skies
full of the most radiant stars. They are out-
of-sight!

Clear skies and a diverse geography
have led the park to take necessary steps
to protect its land from an overabundance
of stargazing visitors. It’s best to call ahead
for the latest information 

Regardless, bring your tripod and cam-
era and be prepared to capture what the
heavens have to offer during your visit.

Campsite vs wild camping
There is no wild camping inside the Park.
The Bureau of Land Management offers
free camping near the National Park’s
North and South entrances. 

We stayed at Black Rock Canyon Camp -
ground at the Park’s northwest corner on
our first night. This campsite is located on a
hillside with beautiful views of the majestic
Josh ua trees. It’s further from the rock for-
mations, but closer to the North entrance
to the park. But the views of the dense
grove of trees appear like a landscape
scene from a Dr. Seuss book.

On our second night, we chose the
famous Jumbo Rocks Campground, which
is the largest one in the National Park.
Here you will wake up to closeup views of
the bouldering rocks and have access to
the trail that leads you to the famous Skull

Rock. It is also a great spot for stargazing.

Our quest
But that’s not what we were looking for;
we were on a quest to find THE Joshua
Tree immortalized by the rock band U2 on
their album cover of the same name.

We headed out to the Park Service Visi -
tor Cen ter for some information on this
famous tree And answers we got. It turns
out that U2’s iconic photoshoot was not
taken inside Joshua Tree National Park at
all, but at Zabriskie Point in Death Valley
National Park. Yes, the inside cover photo,
where the U2 bandmates moodily look in -
to the camera with a lone Joshua Tree
looming in the background, was shot in
Death Valley along High  way 190.

(cont’d)

An overlander’s quest to find THE Joshua Tree
BY SANDRA MUÑOZ DORÉE
PHOTOS BY WILLIAM DORÉE
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Sadly, that’s the only association be -
tween the Irish band and a National Park.
We were told an autographed guitar is at
the Visitor Center in Joshua Tree Na tional
Park. Oh, a must-visit is the Har mony Mo -
tel, where the band stayed during their
des ert escapade. Outfitted with retro-chic
furnishings, it reminds visitors of road-
trip ping in a different age.

As for “the Joshua Tree,” it died years
ago. All that remains is its trunk and a
bronze commemorative plaque in the
ground, engraved, posing a simple ques-
tion: “Have you found what you’re looking
for?” The commemorate plaque was
made by U2 superfan Ernie Navarre in
2003. It has become a shrine for the
band’s fans. Many leave notes answering
the posed question.

Overlanders can find the mysterious lo -
cation in Darwin, California, a half-mile
off the west side of route 190. It’s actually
closer to the outskirts of Death Valley Na -
tional Park. 

Be surprised
Without proper preparation, the Mojave
Desert can be an inhospitable place. But it
can also be beautiful. For a new perspec-
tive, we discovered world-renowned South
Af ri can artist Dan iel Popper’s new installa-
tion Trans mission rising almost 30 feet
above the sand. This larger-than-life god-
dess sculpture is set to evoke a sense of
peace, love and connection. Made of con-
crete and steel, embellished with glass
mo saic, this will take your breath away.

The striking sculpture is anchored by
two set of palms adorned with dichroic
mir ror mosaics that change color as the
rays of sunset reflect on the circular cut-
outs. In a way, it seems to connect earth,
sky and viewer in a magical way. Just like
the Mojave itself. 

Please note this art installation is defi-
nitely Instagram worthy, but it is not locat-
ed at Joshua Tree. Instead, it can be found
at the Mojave Moon Ranch. It can be
viewed from the road or by taking a few
steps along a path designed to bring view-
ers in for a closer look. 

As with almost every trip we have been
on, there’s always more to discover than
meets the eye. Getting off the beaten path
and venturing onto nearly 800,00 acres of
mystical beauty will make memories that
will never leave you. There are plenty of
back roads to discover, but some may re -

quire a permit. 
There is a 79-mile point-to-point trail

near Joshua Tree that is rated “Easy” by
AllTrails.com. It’s a popular trail, but on
some days, you can find it less crowded
and even more scenic. The trail ends near
the North entrance of the Park. Before en -
tering remember to replenish groceries in
the city of Joshua Tree. 

The evening temperatures can get
quite chilly, so it was a no-brainer to pull
out the Camp Chef to make a delicious
steak and crispy potato dinner around the
campfire. But if you prefer, there are great
dining op tions outside the park in Twen -
ty nine Palms.

From sunup to sundown and all night in
between, we did find what we were look-
ing for. And then some. ■



Barrett-Jackson
Las Vegas Auction 2023
Thursday-Saturday June 22-24 2023
Las Vegas Convention Center, West Hall, Las Vegas NV 89109

The 2023 BARRETT-JACKSON Las Vegas Auction saw 496 vehicles sold at auction, all
with No Reserve, for $29.2 million. Additionally, Barrett-Jackson sold 264 pieces of au -
thentic automobilia for more than $1.5 million, for total auction sales of $30.8 million,
with a 100 percent sell-through rate, and achieving over 30 world record auction sales.

The diverse docket of highly desirable collectible vehicles included a Ferrari SF90 (Lot
#741), the 1972 De Tomaso Pantera (Lot #702) that starred in the Fast & Furious movie ser -
ies, iconic Las Vegas showman Danny Gans’ custom 1967 Ford Mustang (Lot #767) and
several significant car collections. The top 10 non-charity vehicles that sold included:
1. 2019 Ford GT Lightweight Edition.........................................Lot #749.............$990,000
2. 2021 Ferrari SF90...................................................................Lot #741...............594,000
3. 2016 Lamborghini Aventador LP750-4 Superveloce.............Lot #742...............489,500
4. 1968 Ford Mustang Eleanor Tribute Edition .........................Lot #718...............352,000
5. 2023 Chevrolet Corvette Z06 70th Anniv Convertible..........Lot #733...............282,700
6. 1961 Chevrolet Corvette Custom Convertible ......................Lot #761...............275,000
7. 1968 Shelby GT500KR...........................................................Lot #708...............275,000
8. 2018 Lamborghini Huracán Performante ..............................Lot #758...............275,000
9. 1967 Ford Mustang Eleanor Tribute Edition .........................Lot #737...............260,700
10.1968 Ford Mustang Bullitt Custom Fastback........................Lot #768...............242,000

Elite collectible vehicles, world-class athletes, celebrities including Academy Award-
winning actress Nicole Kid man on stage to support the sale of a charity car, and new at -

tractions were all hosted during this year’s event. 
Raising a total of $865,000, Barrett-Jackson sold two charity vehicles to benefit the

American Cancer Society as well as Kristi House, which provides treatment, advocacy
and coordination of services for all forms of child trauma. Lot #3000 was a 2024 Lancer
Craft Elite Runabout Boat (VIN 001) and trailer that raised $165,000 for American Cancer
Society. Lot #3001 was a one-of-one 2023 Dodge Challenger SRT Demon 170 that raised
$700,000, with 100 percent of the hammer price benefiting Kristi House. Academy
Award-winning actress, producer and humanitarian Nicole Kidman was on stage to sup-
port the sale of the Challenger for Kristi House, offering tickets and VIP meet and greets
to Keith Urban’s concert in Las Vegas to the winning bidders. The Challenger charity car
initially sold for $400,000 and was immediately donated back by a generous Barrett-
Jackson VIP bidder to sell once again for an additional $300,000. To date, Barrett-
Jackson has helped raise more than $154 million for charity.

Automobilia sales were especially strong—264 pieces at auction with No Reserve
for more than $1.5 million. Total automobilia auction sales surpassed all previous Bar -
rett-Jackson auctions outside of its flagship Scottsdale event. The top three pieces:
1. 1920s Standard Gold Crown Fry Visible Gas Pump..............Lot #8277.......... $368,000
2. 1928 Ford Wayne Model 515 Visible Gas Pump..................Lot #7276.............149,500
3. 1950s Stainless-Steel Soda Fountain, Coca-Cola Regalia...Lot #8265.............$80,500

This year’s Las Vegas event included the all-new Barrett-Jackson Fan Zone which ele-
vated the guest experience with meet and greet opportunities with athletes from UFC
and PBR (Professional Bull Riders). The Las Vegas Auction attracted additional celebri-
ties including recording artists and prominent sports figures.

Up next for Barrett-Jackson is their inaugural New Orleans Auction, September 28-
30, 2023, at the Ernest N Morial Convention Center. For information, tickets, to consign
or register to bid, visit www.barrett-jackson.com ■
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deeper dive into the screen re vealed that the air
was all focused on just the driver. We’ve all seen
that in, say, an audio system balanced to the driv-
er—but for air handling, if you’re not cooling the
rest of the cabin, too, your corner will suffer. This
seems to fall into the “did it because we could”
engineering category. We set it to cool the whole
cabin; problem solved and highly recommended.

Mission number one, of course, is to drive—
and we had nothing but praise. Handling is superb.
Acceleration through sweeping two-lane curves
hugged pole position tightly, smoothly and accu-
rately, even as we dug in with more power. This
Lexus dedicated platform should be a big success. 

Suspension was also a standout around town
—we could hear seams in the road but not really
feel them, a great balance of comfort and road
awareness—and it was unusually smooth, strong
and comfortable on rain troughs and speed bumps

Whether you’re familiar with EVs or this is your
first, you are not only going to like it, but you may
even forget it’s an EV, in the sense that it delivers
a clear and transparent performance drive—while

with all the EV advantages.
While this is a bit of a golden age for power, the

RZ 450e’s combined output is not extreme—308
hp. And acceleration is more in line with internal
combustion performance sedans. But weight is
kept favorably under control. We’ve all seen more
dramatic power and acceleration in EVs, but many
go beyond the point of silliness. The RZ 450e is
fast without feeling reckless and nimble in maneu-
vers; anything more might be wasted. (That said,
we’ll of course happily hop right into any higher-
output ver sions that may come later.)

The only downside, given all that, is that its
range is not higher. On the plus side, our range
readouts met or exceeded its ratings for the dura-
tion—and its recharging was faster than average.

Toyota-Lexus may not have been flooding the
market with EVs to date, but they’ve clearly been
busy. It’s easy to note that the Lexus RZ 450e is a
very solid first entry —but of course it’s more than
just a first attempt. This is their new global EV
platform, and it’s going to see plenty of use. They
are definitely ready for prime time. ■
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T oyota-Lexus has gained somewhat of a reputa-
tion for moving cautiously into the EV realm.

Some might say wisely. Most are diving in head-
first, at the expense of existing well-honed inter-
nal combustion technologies. Toyota-Lexus starts
from a bit of a different spot, though, technically
and philosophically, as pioneers and leaders in
hybrids and plug-in hybrids (both now called “elec -
trified” to blend with the bandwagon) long enough
to have them mastered, to the point that they re -
main competitive with all the latest, especially
when including all factors from extraction impacts
to purchase price to refueling speed and range.

Their e-shift does continue apace, however, as
Lexus now has its first globally available, purpose-

built battery-electric vehicle (BEV)—the Lexus RZ
450e—as they embark on a promise to offer 100
percent battery electrics globally by 2035.

Their comprehensive approach starts with a new
e-TNGA platform, a lightweight and rigid assembly
with low center of gravity, controlled inertia, heat-
ing and cooling achieved by an integrated under-
floor battery placement. With sophisticated sus-
pension and a complex DIRECT4 all-wheel drive
system controlling counterbalanced front and rear
eAxle sets, the whole setup is capable of sending
up to 100 percent of torque to the front or rear.

Coming in two grades, the vehicle combines
150kW front and 80kW rear units for 308 system
hp, with a zero-to-60 time of 5.0 seconds. Range is
about 220 miles on 18-inch wheels or 196 miles on
20-inch wheels. Base trim (Premium) offers either
wheel size, the bigger wheels adding 22 pounds;
Luxury has 20-inchers only, with features bringing
its weight another 33 pounds higher. Combined

MPGe is 107 miles for Premium with 18s, 95 miles
with 20s, but also 95 for the heavier Luxury with
20s, suggesting the difference is due to the tires’
rol ling resistance, since it’s apparently not vehicle
weight. Prices are close on all three (see sidebar).

Tech features abound, in an interior Lexus de -
scribes as minimalist with maximum luxury. The
cabin’s spacious feel is augmented by a panoram-
ic glass roof with a smart e-coating to suppress
heat, while a dimming function via an optional Dy -
namic Sky roof ($550) sounds ideal in our climate. 

The rotary shifter has a bit different operation
from most, but intuition conquers it pretty quickly
—all in all a good balance between zoomy tech
and familiarity (we consider the latter essential for
times a different driver may need to grab and go). 

While the cabin has ample interior space, air
handling was of note. It was not all that hot out
yet, but we were finding it ex treme ly stuffy even
with AC seemingly optimized in the usual ways. A
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Lexus goes
electricby Joe Sage

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY .............................Motomachi Plant,

Toyota City, Japan
SEATING ..........................................................five
MOTORS ...........F: perm magnet synchronous;

R: perm magnet synchronous
BATTERY....355V lithium-ion 71.4 kWh, 96-cell
POWER .................Max output (F/R): 150/80 kW

Max torque (F/R): 196.4/124.3 lb-ft
Total system power: 308 hp

MAX SPEED...............................................99 mph
0-TO-60 MPH .............................................5.0 sec
TRANSMISSION ..................dial-type shift knob
DRIVETRAIN ..................................Direct4 AWD,

rear eAxle coupled w engine & front
motor, two high-output high-torque eAxle
units per wheel set, 150-kW front, 80-kW

rear, three-point eAxle motor mounts w
lightweight alum brackets, symmetrical to

counterbalance eAxle torque
SUSPENSION ........F: indep MacPherson strut;

R: trailing arm multi-link
STEERING...........rack-assist-type elec power; 

(future: steer-by-wire w road 
surface monitoring) 

BRAKES.............F: 12.91 vented, double-piston 
floating caliper; R: 12.48 vented, single-pis-

ton floating caliper; Active Hydraulic
Booster-G system works w drivetrain
and regen motors to improve vehi cle
posture and brake force distribution

WHEELS ..................20-in black machine finish
TIRES................(ours: Dunlop) 235/50R20 104V 
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ..............189.17 / 112.2 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ................................7.87 in
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................36.8 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)..........................39.88 / 39.69 in
LEGROOM (F/R).............................42.11 / 37.52 in
WEIGHT .....................................................4619 lb
CARGO CAPACITY.........23.74 / 47.97-55.57 cu.ft
CHARGING TIME .....110V AC (0-100%) ± 50 hrs

120V AC (0-100%) ± 9.5 hrs
DC Fast Charge (0-80%) ± 30 min

RANGE ........(EPA est, 20-in wheels) 196 miles
MPGe ..(20-in whl) 102/87/95 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$64,000
PREMIUM PAINT: Ether......................................500
COLD AREA PKG ..................................................200
ILLUMINATED FRONT BADGE ............................200
PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF .................................550
CARPET CARGO MAT ..........................................140
KEY GLOVES...........................................................25
PUDDLE LAMPS: side/rear ................................325
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1150

TOTAL ...................................................$67,090

2023 LEXUS RZ 450e LINEUP

Premium AWD (18-in wheels) ..........58,500
Premium AWD (20-in wheels) ..........59,740
Luxury AWD (20-in wheels)..........▼ 64,000

We like the blind shark-nose of the evolving Lexus spindle (non)-grille (they call this
the spindle body) on an electric. Ours is in Ether paint;. Lexus is also bringing back

two-tones, with a dark contrast color for the spindle area, hood and roof.
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W hile the school year is over, and summer has be gun, many students
will still be studying for a very important test—their written driver

instruction permit test. 
Summer is typically a busy time for permit tests for the Arizona Department

of Transportation Mo tor Vehicle Division. Thankfully, the ADOT website is a
great resource for test-takers and their parents, sharing the Arizona Driver Li -
cense Manual and even free practice tests online.

Aspiring drivers must be 15 years and six months old to apply for an In struc -
tion Permit. First-time drivers younger than 18 have a few options for taking
the written test. Most choose to take the test online via Permit Test @ Home.
▼ azdot.gov/permit-tests

The permit test is also offered at MVD office lo ca tions. Applicants can
schedule their in-person test appointment date and time online at:
▼ AZMVDNow.gov > Schedule an Appointment

Participating Arizona Professional Driving School trainers also administer
the written test.

PERMIT TEST @ HOME
Teenage Arizona drivers who need to take the writ ten driver test to get an In -
struction Permit can now take that test online with appropriate supervision.
Permit Test @ Home is available for parents or legal guardians to administer
utilizing their free, personalized account on AZ MVD Now. Note: at this time,
Permit Test @ Home is of fered only to teenagers under 18.
▼ azmvdnow.gov

Note: Teenagers’ accounts cannot be used for taking the test. The parent of
legal guardian must have the account.

Steps for the parent or legal guardian:
• Log in or create your AZ MVD Now account
• Verify your identity
• Complete your teen’s information
• Pay the $7 application fee
• Supervise the test
It is recommended that teens study the Arizona Driver License Manual and

take the online practice tests before attempting the Permit Test @ Home.
Participating Arizona Professional Driving School trainers can also adminis-

ter the test on behalf of the parent or legal guardian.

GETTING THE PERMIT AFTER PASSING THE TEST:
With the teen’s AZ MVD Now account, schedule an MVD office appointment
at AZ MVD Now or visit an Authorized Third Party Driver License Provider.
Bring a completed application and all original supporting documents. ■

SUMMER IS TEEN DRIVING
PERMIT TEST TIME IN ARIZONA
ADOT website has materials and practice tests to help aspiring drivers



mat limits over-the-shoulder visibility (especially
no t able as we had it during Motorcycle Safety
Aware  ness Month), its cocoon-like experience is
distinctive and just plain cool. A hatch also pro-
vides more cargo volume and, though not as lock-
able as a trunk, your contents are air conditioned.

Even if you have a few nitpicks with some of
the little details in the interface—as of course we
always do—you’ll make friends with them all. The
Mazda3 AWD turbo hatch is a blast, a real pleas-
ure to drive. At the end of our week, we hated to
see this one go. ■
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M azda3 and Miata are the only remaining
“cars” in Mazda’s lineup—the rest being

crossovers (currently six, as one-digit models e.g.
CX-5 migrate to a new generation of two-digits
e.g. CX-50, with both available this year for some,
plus their first MX-designated EV). But have no fear
—Mazda3’s lineup is so complex, it’s like having a
whole stable of car alternatives within itself.

Variables, as noted in the detailed breakout at
right, include a sedan-hatch choice, engines, trans -
missions and drivetrains, adding up to a whopping
14 different Mazda3 builds. The hard part is that
you can’t just pick and choose from among these
variables. A case in point would be the very wel-
come presence of a manual transmission, but with

the unfortunate limitation of it only being available
with front-wheel drive and only with the smaller
en  gine (two heartbreakers), and only on the hatch.

There are likely engineering tradeoffs, as well
as sales projections, that determine such things.
And most people may not fall into this crack at all,
simply choosing by the basics and their budgets.
Tough enough and easy enough, at the same time.

Our sample has the more powerful turbo engine
and all-wheel drive. Much as we love a manual,
with this powertrain in hand, we might be hard
pressed to stand by that as an absolute. On the
other hand, we know that if we had the manual in
hand, we would be unlikely to give it up. Or would
we? We may prefer AWD as much as the manual,

and they are not available together. We really
need to drive them back-to-back-to-back in depth
(which we don’t get to do often enough), then face
the music on which to buy (we’re usually largely
just speculating about this, but it’s a reality you
could be more immediately facing). 

As for the lower-powered non-turbo engine (on
most versions), it gains five horses this year, while
fuel economy also scoots up a little. The turbo, on
the other hand, can run on either premium or regu-
lar fuel (for either about 19 or 31 percent more pow -
er than the base 2.5L), so turbo buyers can save
money or increase power at will, at the pump.

In Soul Red—one of the finest factory paints on
the planet—ours was pretty much a rocket, with
plenty of power on tap and hugging the curves like
the best AWD performers. Though the hatch for-
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SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY ........................................Hofu, Japan
ENGINE/TRANS BUILD.................Japan / Japan
PARTS CONTENT........US/Can 0% / Japan 85%
PASSENGERS ..................................................five
ENGINE ...SKYACTIV-G 2.5L turbo-4, Dynamic

Pressure, G-Vectoring Control Plus 
HP/TORQUE..........(prem fuel) 250 hp / 320 lb-ft

(reg fuel) 227 hp / 310 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................10.5:1
TRANSMISSION ......................6-spd Sport auto
DRIVETRAIN..................................................AWD
SUSPENSION ........F: indep MacPherson strut; 

R: torsion beam axle
STEERING..................................elec power asst
BRAKES...............F: 11.61 vented; R: 10.43 solid 
WHEELS ................18x7J Black Metallic alloys
TIRES.............................................215/4518 M+S
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................175.6 / 107.3 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ..................................5.5 in
TURNING CIRCLE ................curb-to-curb 34.8 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................37.5 / 36.5 in
LEGROOM (F/R) ................42.3 / 35.1(L) 34.4(R) in
CARGO CAPACITY ..................................20.1 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................3393 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY............premium rec / 12.7 gal
MPG ..........................23/31/26 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$35,300
PREMIUM PLUS PKG (INCL): leather-trimmed

seats, front/rear parking sensors, 360-de -
gree monitor, traffic jam assist, auto-dim
driver side mirror, Homelink®, front air
guides, nav, traffic sign recog, Sirius traffic
& travel (3 yr), smart brake support-rear,
rear cross traffic w brake, front air dam,
black rear hatch spoiler .............................incl

SOUL RED CRYSTAL METALLIC PAINT ..............595
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1395

TOTAL ...................................................$37,095

2023 MAZDA3 LINEUP

Mazda3 2.5 S SEDAN HATCH
AT / FWD

(base S)............................$22,550 .......$23,550
Select Pkg ........................23,950 .........24,950
Preferred Pkg...................25,550 .........26,550

AT / FWD / OPTIONAL AWD
Carbon Edition .................27,200 .........28,200

AT / AWD
Premium Pkg....................29,400 .........30,400
OPTIONAL 6MT BUT FWD
Premium Pkg: 6 MT ................-- .........29,150

Mazda3 2.5 Turbo SEDAN HATCH
AT / AWD

(base Turbo) ..............................-- .........32,450
Premium Plus Pkg..........34,000 ....▼ 35,300

A FULL MATRIX BY JOE SAGE

(See lineup pricing chart, lower right sidebar.)
This is one of the more interesting lineups you will find:
ENGINES: There are a 191-hp base 2.5-liter and a 250-hp

2.5-liter Turbo (premium fuel, or 227-hp with regular).
TRANSMISSIONS: Only one out of 14 builds offers a manu-

al transmission—the 2.5 S Pre m i um Pack age—but this
is non-turbo, hatchback-only and, sadly for us, FWD-only.

DRIVETRAINS: The first three trims of the non-turbo S are
front-drivers. Only one non-turbo S (Carbon Edition) gives
you a choice of FWD or AWD. The only manual is FWD-
only and non-turbo S (Premium) only; non-turbo S Pre mi -
um is otherwise AWD. All turbos are AWD-only.

SEDAN OR HATCHBACK: There’s both a sedan and a hatch-
back of most, but it’s hatchback-only for the only manual
transmission or the base Premium AWD turbo (for a turbo
sedan, you can go with Premium Plus).

That’s a lot of apples and oranges, especially in terms of
some of the basic options many of us will care about the
most —those who seek the manual transmission and AWD,
preferably with a choice of trim levels and body type.

Thus ours, a 2.5 Turbo Premium Plus Package Hatchback,
is the top model in the matrix. And it is also available as a
sedan. However, as with all but one, you can’t get it (or any
turbo) with a manual transmission. You also can’t get the tur -
bo’s Premium Plus top level of features with the non-turbo S
engine, nor as a front-driver.

Prices are all reasonable, and we’re happy enough with
all of that, except for the impossibility of a turbo with man-
ual trans or a non-turbo manual without AWD. That obvious-
ly exceeds either engineering limits or possibly just their
sales forecasts for this particular niche. These are all ele-
ments of many a common conundrum, but the other varia -
bles in this mix make this really stand out—at least to us.

2023 MAZDA3 LINEUP VARIABLES 
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T his high-profile week is a great time to
duck out of Arizona’s summer heat for a

few days around beautiful Monterey Bay on
the Central California coast, taking in multiple
collector auctions, four days of vintage racing
at WeatherTech Raceway Laguna Seca, and a
chain of related events culminating in the
famous Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. 

Here are dates (as of now):
FRIDAY, AUGUST 11
Monterey Car Week Kick-Off
SATURDAY, AUGUST 12
Monterey Pre-Reunion
SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
Monterey Pre-Reunion
MONDAY, AUGUST 14
The Porsche Monterey Classic
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14-16—>
Automobilia Monterey Expo (14-16)
TUESDAY, AUGUST 15
Classic Motorsports Mgzn Monterey Kickoff
Acura in the Park
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16
Motorlux
Pebble Beach Motoring Classic
Little Car Show
Concours for a Cause
WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY, AUGUST 16-18—>
Bonhams Quail Lodge Auction (16-18)
WEDNESDAY-SATURDAY, AUGUST 16-19—>
Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion (16-19)
THURSDAY, AUGUST 17
Ferrari Owners Club Concours Carmel
Legends of the Autobahn
Pebble Beach Tour d’Elegance Pres. by Rolex
Prancing Ponies Women’s Car Show
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, AUGUST 17-18—>
Monterey Jet Center Auction (17-18)
THURSDAY-SATURDAY, AUGUST 17-19—>
Mecum Monterey 2023 Auction (17-19)
Pebble Beach Classic Car Forum (17-19)
RM Sotheby’s Monterey (17-19)
THURSDAY-SUNDAY, AUGUST 17-20—>
Pebble Beach RetroAuto (17-20)
FRIDAY, AUGUST 18
Pacific Grove Rotary Concours Auto Rally
The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering
Werks Reunion
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, AUGUST 18-19—>
Gooding & Co.’s Pebble Beach Auctions (18-19)
SATURDAY, AUGUST 19
Exotics on Broadway
Monterey Motorsports Festival
Annual Ferrari Owners Club Gathering
Concorso Italiano
Concours d’LeMons
SUNDAY, AUGUST 20
Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance

*To confirm the most current dates and 
to find the latest general information, visit:
www.pebblebeachconcours.net
www.whatsupmonterey.com ■



Limited Edition model to commemorate the year
the original Bronco debuted. It’s a great treatment
on any of them, but it is arguably the Bronco Sport
versions that really bring the spir it of that numeri-
cally honored smaller gen-one Bronco back to life.

The 2023 Bronco Sport Heritage Edition is built
on the Big Bend version (second up from a base
trim currently not even available), with a 181-hp
1.5- liter EcoBoost three-cylinder. Heritage Limited
upgrades to a 250-hp 2.0-liter four-cylinder. 

The Bronco Sport Heritage models are admitted -
ly kind of cute, especially in such colors as Robin’s
Egg Blue or our Yellowstone Metallic, along with
their white elements. Their presence in the broad
compact crossover market segment and that cute-
ness factor aside, though, they are dead serious. 

All feature G.O.A.T. (Goes Over Any Type of Ter -
rain) modes and a H.O.S.S. (High- Perfor mance Off-
 Road Sta bility Suspension) system with increased
ride height and attention to off-road comfort—
from specially tuned front struts with hy draulic re -

bound stops, to 46- mm monotube rear shocks, an -
ti roll bars and specially tuned springs.

Interior touches on the Bronco Sport Heritage
and Heritage Limited models include plaid cloth
seats in heathered Navy Pier—a color inspired by
the cloth seats in 1980s Broncos—with plaid in -
serts and Race Red and Robin’s Egg Blue accent
stitching; a Navy Pier microsuede center console
and armrests with Race Red stitching; Ox ford
White ac cents on a Navy Pier in strument panel as
well as the doors; and a Bronco Sport MOLLE strap
storage system on front-row seatbacks with Navy
Pier straps and Race Red zipper grips.

Bronco Sport Heritage series wheels are period
stylish, but also modern off-road oriented—17-inch-
ers bear ing 29-inch all-terrain off-road rubber with
deep, ag  gressive tread continuing onto the side-
walls for extra protection in the rock and brush.

Put it all together, and you have two cute, clas-
sic off-roaders, one near base price and one now
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T here have been many branches in the Ford
Bronco tree, though it distills down pretty

simply. It roots are most deeply embedded in the
original small Bronco (generation one, 1966-1977),
a general purpose off-road and farm duty utility on
its own dedicated platform, then in a sequence of
full-size Broncos based on F-150 frames and cabs
(generations two to five, 1978-1996). 

For a stretch of time, there was also a Bronco II
(1984-1990), built off the Ford Ranger, supplanted
by the Ford Explorer, as the SUV craze sprang its
own roots and grew in a new separate direction.

One thing for certain: despite ever more SUVs

and crossovers on the market since the Bronco
retired, as well as ever more variants of its most
direct competitors, people clamored for its return.
Funny thing is, that meant different things to dif-
ferent people. To many, it meant the big F-Series-
based Bronco, while others craved the smaller
gen-one Bronco, or some even the Bronco II. 

The new gen-six Bronco (2021 forward) was
introduced with big (Ranger-based) 2-Door and 4-
Door models, along with a smaller (Escape-based)
Bronco Sport, which in fact came out first and gave
the overall nameplate a spot in the red hot com-
pact crossover market. For anyone more into big,

tough trucks and utilities, it was easy to dismiss
the Bronco Sport as a less serious entry. But it
turns out there has always been more to it, and
here we have the proof, and the image to support
that, fully fleshed out in a special new version.

New to both the big Broncos and small Bronco
Sport for 2023, Ford introduces Heritage Edition
and Her i tage Limited versions of all three. Design
cues—including roof, grille and wheels in Oxford
White (except for dark wheels on the big Bronco
Heritage Limited), along with special paints—har -
ken back to the original small Bron co from 1966.

Ford will build just 1,966 units of each Heritage

SPECIFICATIONS 
ASSEMBLY ...........................Hermosillo, Mexico
ENGINE .....................2.0L EcoBoost 4-cylinder,

DOHC, TI-VCT, alum block/head/pistons,
powder forged rods

HP/TORQUE..........(prem fuel) 250 hp / 277 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................10.0:1
TRANSMISSION ............8-spd SelectShift auto

w oil cooler, paddle shifters
DRIVETRAIN .................4x4, liquid-cooled PTU,

4x4 disconnect w 4x4 lock, 
dual clutch RDU w differential lock

CRAWL RATIO .................................................18:1
G.O.A.T. MODES....................normal, eco, sport,

slippery, mud/ruts, sand, rock crawl
SUSPENSION ........F: indep MacPherson strut-

type w unique coil spring, stblzr bar, twin-
tube hydraulic gas shocks w hydraulic

rebound stops, steel subframe w aluminum
lower control arm, cast knuckle;

R: indep double lateral link semi-trailing
arms w unique coil spring, stblzr bar, 

monotube hydraulic gas shocks, isolated
steel subframe w unique cast knuckle

STEERING ..............................elec power-assist
w tuning unique to drive modes

BRAKES ....................F: 308mm x 27mm vented, 
single-piston calipers; 

R: 302mm x 11mm, single-piston
WHEELS .....17-in Oxford White alum heritage 
TIRES...............235/65R17 Falken WildPeak AT 

AT3W Off-Road
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................172.7 / 105.1 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ............................8.6-8.8 in
WATER FORDING ........................................23.6 in
TRACK (F/R) ......................................63.4 / 62.8 in
APPR / DEPART / BRKVR ..........30.4 / 33.1 / 20.4º
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................37.4 ft
HEADROOM (F/R) .....................41.5-42.4 / 41.7 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................40.8 / 36.9 in
CARGO CAPACITY .......................29.4 / 60.6 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................3713 lb
TOW CAPACITY .........................................2200 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY .....................prem rec / 16 gal
MPG ..........................21/26/23 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$44,655
EQUIPMENT GROUP 410A: dual zone climate, HD

radio, B&O 10-spkr audio, remote start, uni-
versal garage door opener, power moonroof,
14-in Oxford White wheels, rear parking sen-
sors, wireless charg ing pad, .....................incl

FORD CO-PILOT360 ASSIST+ .............................incl
CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ......................150
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1595

TOTAL ...................................................$46,400

2023 BRONCO SPORT LINEUP

(base model) .............................................$29,215
Big Bend ....................................................31,230
Heritage Edition .....................................33,400
Outer Banks .............................................35,615
Badlands ....................................................38,090
Heritage Limited...............................▼ 44,655

(BIG BRONCO HERITAGE MODELS: 2- / 4-DOOR) 

Heritage Edition ...................$44,305 / 46,295
Heritage Limited.....................66,895 / 69,184

AS YOU MAY RECALL... BY JOE SAGE

Bronco Sport Her i tage models bear the bold red BRONCO name on the grille
— as with Mustang, Bronco generally prioritizes its own treasured brand over 

corp orate badging. (As fate would have it, though, while most big Bronco
trims also bear the BRONCO name on their grille, big Bronco Heritage 

models carry the FORD name front and center, as does the 
big Bronco Raptor. Purist advantage: Bronco Sport?)

(cont’d)A jog in the roofline just aft of
the sunroof evokes some of 
the toughest off-roaders 
the world has known.



the top model (see pricing in sidebar), confirming
that this build is more than just a styling novelty.

Having studied the specs before its arrival, and
now gazing out over this Bronco Sport’s purposeful
dual power bulge hood, it took only a couple of
blocks to conclude that Ford is on to something
here. Perhaps they themselves decided the Es cape-
based Bronco family member may have been at
risk of not being taken as seriously as the big ones.
Mission accomplished. While know ing full well
how much we’d like to have a big Bronco all our
own, we started falling for this one, as well.

Our first run was up the Beeline Highway, con-
tinuing onto two-lane Bush Highway out past Sa -
guaro Lake, then doubling back to west of the
Beeline for some relatively light dirt time. Our driv-
ing overall was comprehensive—surface streets,
free ways (and their all-important ramps), subur-

ban boulevards, and a full sampling of
parking and speedbumps along the
way. It’s a given that U-turns and park -
ing lots in the Bronco Sport can be
dream ily easier in this small off-roader. 

Regular daily driving can get quite aggressive in
these parts, and the 250 horses in this well-under-
two-ton vehicle, as well as the road manners of its
otherwise so trail-ready suspension, conquered all
challenges. From merging multi-lane fron tage road
turns at speed, to accelerating up climbing and
further-merging freeway ramps —where we could
easily grab the top spot—to com petitive freeways
themselves, the fuel-efficient Eco  Boost four easily
dominated as much as it ever needed to.

We hadn’t used the G.O.A.T. modes on our first
quick off-roading, and after a few days realized we
hadn’t used drive modes around town, either, a pos -
itive sign that basic performance is never lacking.
So we popped it into sport. You can tell the differ-
ence if you’re paying attention, but you’re not re li -
ant upon it, which to us is a plus, as we feel stan-
dard mode should always give good performance,
if good performance is built in. Ford also seems to
have perfected auto start-stop, which we often ac -
tively override in anything, but which was smooth
and transparent in this, barely noticeable.

On our last full day, we took it to another off-

highway vehicle park to the northwest—via free-
way, Interstate and rural two-lane highway—for
several hours of more challenging off-roading. We
knew what the big Bronco could do here. It turns
out this little guy is awesomely capable, as well.

Ground clearance is 8.6 to 8.8 inches. Suspen -
sion is beefed up, though not articulated in the ex -
treme. Falken All-Terrains on 17-inch wheels are a
solid foundation. There is a great mix of surfaces
and conditions at this location, though, as with
most such systems, we have decisions to make if
we want to apply specialized modes. The very first
access trail is fairly rudimentary, really just the
drive to the drive, but BAM! we promptly hit the
undercarriage, nothing damaging, basically acous -
tic, but we were surprised (and glad the skid plates
are substantial). Nonetheless, our fantasies were
perhaps tamed for the moment, though this was
not all bad, sort of a “hey, don’t overdo it, re mem -
ber this is the smaller one” indicator.

We played with the G.O.A.T. Modes from a spot
parked at quite an angle atop a very steep piece of
road, wheels up and to left over a very steep edge,
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Big things come in small packages. The Bronco Sport Heritage models include features found in Ford’s top off-roaders—a full range of
G.O.A.T. (Goes Over Any Type of Ter rain) modes —normal, eco, sport, slippery, mud/ruts, sand, rock crawl. A H.O.S.S. (High- Perfor mance Off-
 Road Stability Suspension) 2.0 system with long- travel Bilstein position- sensitive dampers with end- stop control valves and increased ride
height standard, along with 35- inch Goodyear mud- terrain tires and Dana front and rear electronic locking axles with 4.7:1 final drive ratio.
And an advanced 4x4 system with a twin- clutch rear- drive unit with a differential lock can divert virtually all rear axle torque to either wheel.

Something else that can often be found in small packages is fuel mileage. The big Broncos range from 17-20 mpg combined (17-18 for most), or
just 15 for the Bronco Raptor. Bronco Sport combined ratings range from 23-26 , which is 30 to 35 percent higher than the big Bronco, as much
as 45 percent higher if you throw out the couple of 20s and use 18, or almost 55 percent higher if you include the big Bronco Raptor. The
numbers proved meaningful, too, as our combined readout stayed in the 22s and 23s the entire week, no matter what we threw at it. 

BIG BRONCO HERITAGE EDITIONS
Big Bronco (two-door and four- door) Heri -
tage and Heritage Limited Editions have a
two- tone paint job similar to Bronco Sport
Her i tage models, with Oxford White modu-
lar hardtop roof and accents. On the big
Bronco, the Oxford White grille has Race
Red FORD lettering, rather than BRONCO as
on Bronco Sport. Similar to Bronco Sport,
the big Bron co Heritage has 17-inch Oxford
White wheels, while Heritage Limited
departs from this with gloss black wheels,
though with an Oxford White lip.

Built off Big Bend, same as the Bronco
Sport, the big Bronco has squared fenders
evoking the original gen-one Bronco, with a
wider track beneath Sasquatch-width
flares. The interior is similar to Sport.

Heritage Edition on the big Bronco has a
300-hp (premium fuel, 275 on regular) 2.3L
Eco Boost four and 7- speed manual or 10-
 speed SelectShift automatic. In cluded is
the Sasquatch Pack age with High- Perfor -
mance Off- Road Sta bility Suspension
(H.O.S.S.) 2.0 with long- travel Bilstein posi-
tion- sensitive dampers with end- stop con-
trol valves and in creased ride height atop
35- inch Goodyear M/T tires and Dana front
and rear electronic locking 4.7:1 axles.

The big Bronco Heritage Limited up -
grades its build from Big Bend to Badlands
features and is powered by the 330-hp (on
premium fuel) 2.7L Eco boost V6, with 
10-speed automatic only.

2023 BIG BRONCO LINEUP
2-DOOR 4-DOOR

Base .....................................$32,295........$36,445
Big Bend ..............................36,285..........38,275
Black Diamond.................38,950..........40,940
Outer Banks .......................41,855..........44,445
HERITAGE EDITION ........44,305..........46,295
Badlands ..............................45,095..........47,385
Everglades .................................---..........53,895
Wildtrak ...............................52,780..........54,320
HERITAGE LIMITED ........66,895..........69,185
Raptor ...........................................---..........73,780

pointed in a skyward launch position. We figured
we didn’t necessarily need modes here, but it’d be
a great place to try them. G.O.A.T. Modes offer set-
tings for mud and ruts (we had ruts but not mud,
al though there was some light rain kicking in);
slippery (there’s inherent slip in dirt, but this sure-
ly means snow and ice); sand (not really, though
this is more that type of slip); rock crawl (less like-
ly in this, at least when it’s not our own vehicle).
Sand seemed like the best contender here. And it
could not have been easier. We no doubt would
have had some slippage, grabbing for grip, in Nor -
mal. In Sand mode, you would not think we’d been
in the position we were in at all, just driving right
on out of it, piece of cake. It was enough to con-
template whether we needed modes at all, but it
equally seems proof that we did. Or at least bene-
fitted from them. Nice. This is ready for anything.

Aside from our G.O.A.T. session, all we used up
there was 4WD lock—not the differential lock,
didn’t turn off traction control, and didn’t use hill
descent. It’s so capable, we never needed to.

Vehicle size here can work either way—some-

times a big honking beast is what conquers condi-
tions, and sometimes smaller is definitely better,
for sneaking between rocks, trees and brush.

We switched out of 4WD lock as we departed
our off-roading, back on pavement, to head back
toward civilization. We popped it back into sport
just because we thought of it, did get a quick little
kick from that, and we were on our way, cruising
down the two-lane desert highway at speed and
concluding that this thing is great, all around.

We gained high respect for the Bronco Sport as
an available alternative to the big Bronco. As for
the Heri tage Editions, once you tune in to the roof,
wheels and colors, and lock into the concept over-
all, you can’t think of anything that would be vital-
ly better. The Bronco family are all great, but this
one has nailed its targeted persona—equal parts
tough truck and show truck, of course in no way
mutually exclusive, anyway, this being a case in
point. This build goes way beyond skin deep.

If you want the bigger Bronco, of course go get
it. If you’re interested in a smaller one or open to
them all, this Bronco Sport scores an A-plus. ■
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This year’s Overland Expo West, held once again at Fort Tuthill County Park
just south of Flagstaff, attracted over 30,000 attendees, making it the lar -

gest event in the series to date. Attendees arrived from 45 states, North and
South America, Europe and Australia. 

The weekend drew over 400 exhibitors, well over 100 presenters, trainers
and VIPs, another 100-plus media members, supported by 75 staff personnel.
Over 500 session hours of instruction included about 450 classes, seminars,
demonstrations, slideshows, films and other activities.

Of special note through the weekend were:
• Reveal of Ultimate Overland Vehicle 2023, based upon the Lexus LX600
• Reveal of Ultimate Overland Motorcycle 2023 based on Triumph Tiger 1200 
• Global debut of fourth-generation Toyota Tacoma 
• Public reveal of Polaris Xpedition 

• More than $18,000 raised from raffle ticket purchases for the Overland Expo
Foundation, the most ever raised for the Foundation at the raffle
• Off-road ridealong course for fans of the Toyota 4Runner and new Tundra
• Sold-out Rider Justice Moto Party, hosting a moto raffle with thousands of
dollars in prizes given away. A portion of the proceeds, $1,000, was donated
to Wildland Firefighter Foundation
• Happy Hours hosted by Cruise Master, MAXXIS, and Barebones Living for
networking and post-event libations, attended by thousands
• The Overland Film Fest, hosting films produced by overlanders from around
the world 
• The Overland Essentials, Backcountry Skills, Around The World Pavilion and
other classroom areas with over 400 session hours of overland education and
thousands of eager learners throughout the weekend. 

The company also hosts Overland Expo Pacific Northwest (in Oregon during
July), Overland Expo Mountain West (in Colorado during August) and Overland
Expo East (in Virginia in October). ■

Record attendance 
at Overland Expo West
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SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY ............................Bremen, Germany
ELECTRIC MOTORS .............dual, front and rear

axle, permanently excited synchronous
HORSEPOWER.................617 hp (up to 677*)
TORQUE ........................710 lb-ft (up to 738*)

*(when using Race Start boost)
BATTERY PACK..........Lithium ion / 90.6 kWh

TRANSMISSION .............................single-speed
0-TO 60 MPH .......(in Race Start mode) 3.2 sec
TOP SPEED .........................(electr lim) 149 mph
DRIVETRAIN .......AMG Performance 4MATIC+

fully variable all-wheel drive
SUSPENSION ..................adaptive self-leveling

4-wheel multilink AMG RIDE CONTROL+ 
sport air suspension based on AIRMATIC

STEERING ........rack and pinion, electro-mech
power assist, 3.6º rear-axle steering 

standard, more direct front-axle ratio
BRAKES.............AMG carbon ceramic system 

(no addtl info or specs) 
WHEELS..........21-in AMG Y-Spoke black alloy
TIRES ............................Michelin Pilot Sport EV

F: 265/35 R21 XL; R: 295/30 R21 XL
(staggered) high-performance summer

GROUND CLEARANCE .............(no spec stated):
Air suspension can reduce clearance 
at high speed, increase at low speed

TURNING CIRCLE ......40.7 ft standard, reduced
by 3.6º w included rear-wheel steering, 

“as maneuverable as a compact car”—
no new calculation of distance stated

LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................196.9 / 122.8 in
HEADROOM (F/R) ............................ 40.1 / 38.0 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................41.7 / 38.2 in
CARGO CAPACITY ..........................................TBA
WEIGHT .....................................................5534 lb
RANGE ...................................................225 miles
CHARGING TIME....240V/32A (10-100%) 9.5 hrs

110kW DC Fast Charging (10-80%) 32 min
MPGe ........................74/73/74 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE......................................$106,900
PAINT: Manufaktur Graphite Grey Magno....3250
LEATHER: black/sable AMG Nappa................2990
BRAKES: AMG high-performance ceramic com-

posite system...............................................5450
AIR HANDLING: Energizing Air Control Plus with

HEPA filter ......................................................450
ACOUSTIC COMFORT PKG ................................1100
FRONT SEATS: multicontour w massage.......1100
HEATED/VENTED FRONT SEATS .........................450
BLACK MICROFIBER HEADLINER .....................1600
WHEELS: 21-in AMG Y-spoke, black ..............1400
WINTER PKG: heated windshield washer, heated

windshield, heated rear seats ..................1250
AMG NIGHT PKG: front/rear bumpers and side sill

inserts w dark chrome accents, black win-
dow trim .........................................................750

PINNACLE TRIM LEVEL: Air Balance pkg, heads-
up display, four-zone climate, USB..........2200

DRIVING LIMITERS: beginner and valet .............50
CABLE: 110v household charging.....................250
(CREDIT: missing std 871 hands-free acc) ....(100)
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1150

TOTAL.................................................$130,240

2023 EQE SEDAN & SUV LINEUP
EQE 350+ .........................Sedan ..........$74,900

..........................................SUV .................77,900
EQE 350 4MATIC .........Sedan ............77,900

..........................................SUV .................77,900
EQE 500 4MATIC .........Sedan ............85,900

..........................................SUV .................89,500
AMG EQE ........................Sedan .....▼ 106,900

(FROM EUROS)± ..............SUV...............139,800

hard to miss the AMG carbon ce ramic brakes, set
in a distinctive AMG 21-inch staggered wheelset.

The AMG EQE Sedan is a substantial vehicle, in
line with the best of the Mercedes brand and more
than in line with its price. (And there are still an
EQE SUV version plus EQS versions of both the Se -
dan and SUV, as well, all of which we’ve driven in
Mercedes-Benz form and some as AMG builds.)

Nearing three tons, this sedan is a bit of a lux-
ury performance tank, but you’d never notice it as
its 617 horses (or 677 on boost) bring you up to 60
mph in just 3.2 seconds, enough to dominate any
freeway ramp. If you can have this much power on
tap, why would you want any less? In this magnif-
icent machine, you will treasure every pony.

Everything is a bit beyond the ordinary in this.
Its 4MATIC+ experience surpasses other all-wheel-
drivers with a feeling of not just overall grip but a
sense of the power, poise and purpose of each
individual wheel. Rear-axle steering, though a
smaller spec than on the EQS, contributes to its
nimble feel. Brakes are transparent yet exemplary.

The interior is also full of special treats, not on -

ly in appearance and feel, but also function. One
such fav orite item were console cupholders that
swing into position when needed or retract to pro-
vide more stash space when not. Clever.

Charging is also very quick in the EQE, achiev-
ing 80 percent in half an hour on DC Fast (which is
useful, because range is not extreme).

Performance. Style. Presence. Mercedes-AMG
EQ is more than the sum of its parts—a total pack -
age, as well as a smorgasbord of details. ■
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Last fall, we flew to Denver for an immersion
drive in the Mercedes-EQ lineup to that point

—a carryover EQB SUV, along with an all-new EQE
SUV and EQE Sedan, as well as an all-new EQS
SUV and EQS Sedan. We also had studio presen-
tations (indoors, no driving, no cameras) of up com -
ing AMG versions, with full teams of engineers,
interior designers and stylists on hand. (See our
November-December 2022 cover feature.) 

We had noted then that early everyday EVs
tended to be small, simple, limiting and uninspir-
ing to many. New startups then brought user tech
and quicker speeds. But without luxury materials

and quality, analysts tortured them selves to call
those newcomers luxury brands—though they still
mostly did, if due to their higher prices alone.

For the new wave of EVs from Mer cedes-Benz,
no such ra tionalizations are needed —the results
from this seasoned luxury builder speak for them-
selves. Mer ce des-EQ establishes an era of fering
an in arguable luxury experience and atmosphere,
along with all that high-tech in terface and then
some, and Mercedes-AMG EQ versions up the per-
formance game even further, as they always have.

Those AMG versions are now coming to life,
and we’ve just had our hands on the Mercedes-
AMG EQE Sedan for a week. Roughly $20-30 thou-
sand pricier than the non-AMG versions, this mid-
size EV sedan (also with an equivalent AMG EQE
SUV version) adds many performance elements

worthy of the AMG badge (AMG EVs, after all, will
not be boasting those familiar AMG handcrafted
gasoline en gines), as its front and rear motors de -
liver 617 hp and 710 lb-ft of torque through fully
variable 4MATIC+ all-wheel drive. Engaging its
Race Start feature can bring these numbers up to
677 hp and 738 lb-ft for a brief burst of boost.

Styling is bold, sleek and dramatic on the AMG
models—its blind grille bearing vestigial vertical
bars evoking the gasoline models—all the moreso
in new MANUFAKTUR Mag no paints (ours Graph -
ite Grey), an innovative new finish with low reflec-
tivity yet the luster of a deep metallic or pearles-
cent paint, but with more conventional care than
matte or flat (the right cloths and waters are still
recommended). Besides just looking sharp, this
finish conceals cleaning swirls and dust. It’s also

Magnifique
by Joe Sage

NEW NON-AMG PERFORMANCE POSSIBILITY

Mercedes-Benz USA has a new per for mance acceler-
ation-on-demand upgrade for its non-AMG EQE 350
and EQS 450 models (Sedan or SUV), for an in crease
of 60 hp on EQE or 80 hp on EQS, with 0-to-60 accel-
eration up to one second quicker. The over-the-air Ac -
celeration Increase up date is offered through the
Mer cedes me connect Store, via monthly or yearly
sub scrip tion or life time purchase, to tai lor a ve  hi cle to
changing needs or preferences over time. Costs are
as follows: EQE 350 EQS 450
Monthly......................................$ 60 ............$ 90
Yearly ......................................... 600 ............ 900
Lifetime of Vehicle .................... 1,950 ............ 2,950

Names follow a recent trend—Mer cedes-Benz, Merce des-AMG, Mercedes-Maybach—
with the new full-EV fam ily going as Mercedes-EQ (except for AMG models, which are
Mercedes-AMG EQ). EQ derives from EQ Boost electrified gasoline ve hicles of the 
past few years, EQ being a play on IQ, standing for “electrical intelligence.”
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Barrett-Jackson kicked off its 2023 Las Vegas
Auction on Thursday June 22 by once again

partnering with the Driven Project charity to pro-
vide a “supercar therapy” experience for 10 local
children battling critical and chronic illnesses. 

Awaiting these little co-pilots and their families
as they arrived at the West Hall of the Las Vegas
Conven tion Center were Barrett-Jackson and Driv -
en Project teams, as well as a wide range of
supercars such as Ferraris, Lamborghinis and
McLarens. 

Following their arrival, the co-pilots em  barked
at 8:30 am on a supercar adventure that began by
crossing Barrett-Jackson’s auction block in the

passenger seat of a supercar. Each child re ceived
a hero’s welcome, was introduced to those in
attendance by longtime Barrett-Jackson television
personality Rick DeBruhl, and had pictures taken
on the auction block with the supercars. 

Next, the co-pilots and their drivers enjoyed a
cruise down Las Vegas Boulevard, before returning
to the West Hall for a day of family fun at the auc-
tion, including a special scavenger hunt designed
just for them.

“We are excited to once again partner with the
Driven Project as we host many exceptional young
children and their families to kick off another high-
ly anticipated event in Las Vegas,” said Barrett-

Jackson chairman and CEO Craig Jackson. “Over
the last couple of years, we’ve partnered with the
Driven Project several times to create special,
unique and impactful experiences for these chil-
dren, and I can’t wait to see the smiles on their
faces at Barrett-Jackson. This is truly the perfect
way to jumpstart our 2023 Las Vegas Auction.”

The Driven Project was founded by Kevin
Gordon in 2018 in Vancouver, British Columbia,
with one goal in mind: to provide “supercar thera-
py” to children who are battling critical and chron-
ic illnesses and help give them the strength to
“keep driving forward” on their journey. 

The Driven Project charity is now operating in
the US, Canada and Australia. The “supercar ther-
apy” experience provides these amazing children
with a much-needed adrenaline-filled escape from
reality, helping them stay strong through their bat-
tles and an opportunity to create memories along-
side their family that they will cherish forever. ■

Barrett-Jackson partners with 
the Driven Project to provide
“Supercar Therapy” for 
children in need



the CVT provides what its name promises—it’s
continuously variable, like a person running or
swimming, to provide a smooth sweep through
varying speeds. However, when operating a ma -
chine, we may all be more used to a pattern of
shifting. But fuel efficiency goals have increased
the number of gears in recent years, industrywide,
moving well past five or six speeds. And whereas
these may bump up MPG a bit, their wealth of
gearing possibilities does often introduce that hunt -
ing and dropping, especially on such a complex
stretch of road. A CVT basically brings the gear-
number-equivalent to infinity, in principle maximiz-
ing efficiency while eliminating those effects. And
you have manumatic-mimicking paddles if desired.

Our notes around town were in line with the
rest —its 182 horses are not a tremendous amount
of power, but at just over 3,000 pounds in top trim,
the car is nimble and, in Sport mode as we gener-
ally chose, suitably responsive. Speed bumps, ev -
erybody’s least fav o rite thing, also demonstrated

the car’s well above average suspension.
We do not hypermile, but we do glance at fuel

mileage readouts. The default, as set up upon its
arrival, was an instantaneous reading, seldom of
much practical use (99+ one second, 17 the next,
45 the next, and so on). We set up a new profile in
the trip computer, and here we averaged 22.3 MPG
through an active and diverse week —short of its
ratings, but not bad, and more is surely achievable
via operational or behavioral discipline.

In basic Impreza form (as opposed to STI, Cross -
trek or the others) it’s not much of a head-turner,
but it certainly gets the job done—a sleeper, you
could say, which (if you’ve ever felt a little too vis-
ible in a showy muscle car) can be a good thing.

The various special purpose Impreza-based
Subarus—WRX and STI rally vehicles or Crosstrek
outdoor adventure ve hi cles—hold plenty of ap -
peal, whether you have specific need for them or
not. If not, or according to your budget, this clean
and simple version does the trick. ■
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Surprisingly, this is only our second Impreza
in over 20 years of publishing, though we

have had plenty of WRX, WRX STI, Crosstrek and
Forester, which are all Impreza-based. Among all
those variants, and with the core Impreza itself,
there have been a mix of body types and transmis-
sions over the years. For 2024, this simplifies, as
Impreza no longer offers a sedan or manual trans-
mission—the new model is hatchback and CVT-
only. There are two four-cylinder boxer engines,
our RS bearing the larger one, a 182-hp 2.5L about
20 percent more powerful than the 152-hp 2.0L in
low er trims. All are of course all-wheel-drive.

We did our usual daily rounds in the Impreza
and also took it for a long drive up into the high
country, with the mission of paying special atten-

tion to its CVT, on behalf of a friend and colleague
who is interested in a new purchase from the line-
up, but has always been a devoted manual shifter.

The drive up I-17 offers a lot of everything—a
climb of thousands of feet, challenging twisty two-
lane sec tions, all with semi-trucks, RVs, trailers
and traffic in general always jockeying for prime
po sition, at speed. To add to the mix, I-17 is under
considerable construc tion now, up to Sunset Point,
a multiplier of all of the above, as well as provider
of uncharacteristically rough pavement in spots.

For good measure, we popped it into Sport.
All was easy going, with decent power for our

own purposes, though relinquishing our spot a few
times to aggressive larger vehicles having their
way across multiple lanes (typical on that stretch). 

Through here, we also encountered our first un -
expected patch of notably rough pavement, the
kind revealing foundational layers—which would
normally be promptly patched or re surfaced, but
not when the whole road is in the process of a re -
build. Yet the ride here was notably smooth, solid
and comfortable, and the car tracked true, with en -
gaging road feel—all the factors any enthusiast
appreciates, exemplary suspension all around. 

Despite our intent to be especially discerning,
we also rea lized we hadn’t been paying attention
to the CVT, as it had been proving totally transpar-
ent, with none of the hunting, surging and drop-
ping we get from most automatics on that first
quick 3,000-foot climb. A number of our colleagues
commonly “love to hate” CVTs, but we’re general-
ly inclined to think a great many owners will never
know or care that they even have one. In principle,

SPECIFICATIONS 
ASSEMBLY....................................Gunma, Japan
SIZE / BUILD ......compact hatchback, unitized

body, full inner frame safety structure
ROWS / SEATS ......................................two / five
ENGINE .............2.5L boxer 4-cyl, DOHC, dir inj
HP/TORQUE ..............................182 hp / 178 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................12.0:1
TRANSMISSION...................Lineartronic® CVT

w 8-spd manual shift mode
DRIVETRAIN ..............ACT-4 active torque split

Symmetrical AWD w electr controlled 
variable hydraulic transfer clutch

SUSPENSION ..............................4-wheel indep: 
F: MacPherson type struts, 

lower L-arms, coils, dampers, stblzr bar,
hydraulic engine mounts;

R: dbl wishbone, coils, dampers, stblzr bar
STEERING .....................dual pinion elec power
BRAKES ..........(RS) F: 12.4 vented, two-piston;

R: 11.2 vented, single-piston
WHEELS .............................(RS) 18x7 alum alloy
TIRES ........................225/40R18 98V all-season
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................176.2 / 105.1 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ..................................5.1 in
TURNING CIRCLE.......................................34.78 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................39.8 / 38.0 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................42.9 / 36.5 in
CARGO CAPACITY .......................19.9 / 54.7 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................3275 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY ......................reg unl / 16.6 gal
MPG ..........................26/33/29 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$27,885
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1090

TOTAL ...................................................$28,975

2023 SUBARU IMPREZA LINEUP

2.0L : 152 HP ..............(base) ..................$22,995
.................................Sport ......................24,995

2.5L : 182 HP ..............RS.......................▼ 27,885

FOUNDATIONAL

We always have a few nitpicks with any -
thing, but without the opportunity to test
mul tiple copies in depth, we generally con-
sider them just worth a passing mention. On
our long drive, we noted the AC had not
been very effective, in the 80s up top or 90s
in the Valley at the time. It was not the tem-
perature, so much as a lack of airflow, so
we upped the fan speed, noting two down-
sides—one, this required a screen dive that
we could not achieve while driving; and
two, we couldn’t revert to automatic by
punching the convenient Auto button once
it had cooled down, but rather had to dive
back into the screen. And we had two no -
tably odd incidents with the brakes, both
when others had injected stupid human
tricks into freeway traffic—we stopped ef -
fectively (and very promptly) in both cases,
but heard or felt unnerving squealing or loss
of adhesion, despite of course ABS. 

BY JOE
SAGE
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The US General Services Administration (GSA) and US Department of
Homeland Security Cus toms and Border Protection (CBP) held a ground -

breaking ceremony on June 27 with local, state, and federal officials to com-
memorate the launch of a $308 million project to modernize and expand the
San Luis I Land Port of Entry. Funded by the federally-funded project will
replace the port’s undersized 1980s infrastructure with new, expanded build-
ings and increased inspection capacity. 

As the second busiest non-commercial port in Arizona, San Luis I currently
serves three million drivers and two and a half million pedestrians an nually.
Once completed, the port will boast a 40 percent increase in pedestrian
inspection capacity and will double vehicle inspection capacity, while also
improving security, alleviating congestion and boosting the local economy
while creating good-paying jobs for local communities. 

The project will double the number of northbound vehicle inspection lanes
from eight to 16, install a 16,000-square-foot canopy and support installation
of the latest inspection technology to support CBP’s security mission. The proj-
ect also includes a new 21,000-square-foot pedestrian in spection building,
increasing the number of in spection booths from 10 to 14 and improving the
flow of pedestrian traffic.

About $100 million in funding is for sustainability features. The port’s new
all-electric and net-zero design integrates numerous water-saving and energy-
production features to meet current administration goals calling for net-zero
federal buildings by 2045—buildings where the clean energy generated on-
site offsets the total energy used, resulting in zero net energy consumption.
Addi tion al sustainability features include solar panels and other clean energy
sources to reduce operational emissions and eliminate reliance on carbon-
based energy. The project will also incorporate sustainability elements such as
advanced insulation materials, energy-efficient heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems, and energy-saving LED light fixtures. Funding will be used
to in corporate sustainable asphalt, concrete and steel construction materials,
as identified in GSA’s low-embodied carbon material requirements pilot, aimed
at making the building more resilient to the location’s desert environment. 

The San Luis I port is a critical gateway connecting the binational commu-
nities of San Luis, Ari zona, and San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora, which enjoy a
unique social and economic relationship. Together, they represent a dynamic
region where a modernized and expanded port facility will further strengthen
these bonds, fostering economic and cultural exchange. 

Construction is scheduled to last through Fall 2028, with the port remaining
fully operational for the duration. Once completed, the new San Luis I Land
Port of Entry will provide the traveling public enhanced travel and commerce,
while better connecting the San Luis border communities. ■

$308 million port
modernization and
expansion at San Luis
New port facilities to expand capacity, 
enhance security and boost local economy
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$30,000, their original stated intent, while cre-
ating a smooth er price walk to the PHEV.

As the Tonale-twin Hornet R/T PHEV is not
here quite yet (though could be any day now),
we’re not able to compare its fuel economy or
its pricing, either with the Hornet 2.0-liter or
the Alfa (even the Alfa’s fuel mileage informa-
tion is com ing just in small bits as available).

However you parse these points, Hornet—
built at the same Italian factory as the Alfa—
is marketed as a member of the over all Dodge
“performance family,” with its styling and
stance generally supporting this quite well.

Hornet GT and R/T PHEV have the same
suspension, different transmissions (R/T will
be a 6-speed), same size brakes (with the red
Brembo calipers of the R/T available on GT in
a package) and different steering ratios. With
its battery pack and motors, R/T will weigh

425 pounds (11.44 percent) more than the GT,
yet will hit 60 mph almost a second faster.

Relatively powerful and relatively light, our
Hornet GT Plus was always peppy, quick off
the line. Though all versions are all-wheel-
drivers, we perceived a bit of front-driviness
in aggressive turns—and thus preferred it in
sport mode, seeming noticeably improved for
everything from cornering to straight line to
braking. As with the majority of such systems,
we had to reset to sport each time.

Choosing a compact crossover from among
a sea of competitors can be both satisfyingly
and frustratingly com plex. Seen as one more
entry, you may or may not find the Hornet re -
markable. How ever, point by point, each de -
tail is notably well executed. It’s an intriguing
flag-bearer going forward, and one thing for
certain—it’s a handsome little devil. ■

T here have been smaller SUVs and cross -
overs from Dodge before—the compact

Journey and perhaps counting Caliber —but
as the brand has staked out its turf via a win-
ning combination of pro ven De troit iron and
V8s-by-default in recent years, the midsize
Du r ango has been their sole SUV presence.

Parent Chrysler’s European mergers over
the past 15 years or so (FCA, then Stel lantis)
brought off-the-shelf fuel economy, courtesy
of Fiat and Alfa Romeo in particular, plus a
chance to use them as the basis for US-brand
iterations (e.g. Jeep Renegade and Fiat 500X).

This gave Dodge the headroom to achieve
brandwide CAFE requirements while continu-
ing its performance muscle focus. But those
days are drawing to a close.

Expect electrified evolutions of some (see
the Charger EV concept revealed in our last
issue), but the new Dodge Hor net is a chess
piece ad ded to the board today, a small entry
populating a new spot in the Dodge lineup.

It has been widely noted that Dodge Hornet
is basically a reskinned Alfa Romeo Tonale. A
bit closer to home and far more familiar in our
market, it is also platform-mate to Jeep Com -

pass. Our comparative chart shows how pow-
ertrain variants are a big part of their com-
monalities and distinctions (along with some-
what-related Jeep Rene gade and Fiat 500X).

Dodge Hornet is kind of two different vehi-
cles—one (an R/T 1.3-liter turbo PHEV, com-
ing soon) is more like the Alfa Romeo Tonale,
and one (our GT 2.0-liter turbo, out now) is
more like Jeep Compass, except the Jeep is a
bit shorter to provide more off-road-oriented
ap proach - de parture-breakover. Like the Alfa,
the Hornet of course also has more road-ori-
ented tires and wheels than the Jeep.

GT Plus seems likely to be the default vol-
ume seller, with the simpler GT like ly created
to (almost) keep the starting price under

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY.........................FCA Italy S.P.A., Italy
ENGINE .....2.0L DOHC Hurricane turbo-4 ESS
HP/TORQUE .....(w prem fuel) 268 hp / 295 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO....................................TBA
TRANSMISSION ......................9-spd 948TE auto
DRIVETRAIN..................................................AWD
0-TO-60 / TOP SPEED ..............6.5 sec / 140 mph
SUSPENSION ............four-wheel independent, 

Koni FSD adaptive damping dual stage
valve shocks w selectable modes: 

F: MacPherson strut; R: Chapman strut
STEERING...............................................elec pwr
BRAKES .............Dodge branded Brembo Red:

F: 13.53 in four-piston fixed; 
R: 12.08 in floating performance 

system (incl w Track Pack)
WHEELS ..............................20x8.0 Abyss Finish
TIRES ..............................2325/40R20 all-season
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................178.0 / 103.8 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ..................................8.0 in
TURNING CIRCLE.......................................37.95 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)............................................TBA
LEGROOM (F/R)...............................................TBA
CARGO CAPACITY ..................................27.0 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................3715 lb
PAYLOAD ...................................................1245 lb
TOW CAPACITY .........................................2000 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY ...............prem recmd 13.5 gal
MPG ..........................21/29/24 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$34,995
PAINT: Gray Cray ................................................495
BLACKTOP PKG: gloss black mirror caps, dark

“Hornet” badge, dark GT badge, gloss black
side window moldings, 18x7.5 Abyss Finish
wheels, 225/55R18 a/s tires ......................1995

TECH PACK: intelligent speed assist (ISA), active
driving assist, surround-view cameras,
drow sy driver detect, ParkSense front/rear/
side park assist...........................................2445

TRACK PACK: black Alcantara seats w red ac -
cents, alum door sills, sport leather steering
wheel, dual mode suspension, bright pedals,
red Dodge brake calipers, 20x8 Abyss Finish
wheels, 235/40R20 a/s tires ......................2995

(BUNDLE DISCOUNT GT: Track Pack & Blacktop)
.....................................................................(1000)

DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1595

TOTAL ...................................................$43,320
Prices have increased; see chart.

2023 DODGE HORNET LINEUP

GT .................. 268 hp 295 lb-ft AWD ..........$30,735
GT PLUS ......................................" " " ......▼ 35,735
R/T PHEV ......288 hp 383 lb-ft AWD................TBD

Dodge adjusts course 
BY JOE SAGE

COMPARISONS..........length/wb .....................engine .......hp .........weight ......tow ....................mpg .........base $

DODGE HORNET .....GT.....178.0 / 103.8................2.0L turbo......268 .............3715 .....2000 .............21/29/24........$30,735
..........................R/T.........................".....1.3L turbo PHEV......288 .............4140 .....2000 ......................tbd ...............tbd

ALFA ROMEO TONALE.....178.3 / 103.8.....1.3L turbo PHEV......285 .............4133 .....2000 ......29 / 77MPGe..........42,995
JEEP COMPASS...............173.4 / 103.8 ...............2.0L turbo......200 .............3620...≤2000 .............24/32/27 ..........28,400
JEEP RENEGADE .............166.6 / 101.2 ...............turbo 1.3L......177 .............3320 .....2000 .............23/29/26 ..........28,345
FIAT 500X .........................167.2 / 101.2................turbo 1.3L......177 .............3305 .....2000 .............24/30/26 ..........28,965Familiar red slashes front and center in the grill 

are a solid sign that wherever Dodge 
evolution is headed, their
focus remains intact.



Motorists driving Interstate 17 north of Phoenix have seen crews moving
dirt and blasting rock over the last year to make way for a wider and

safer 23-mile stretch of highway between Anthem Way and Sunset Point, as
part of the I-17 Improvement Project. When the project is completed in 2025,
drivers on the approximately 8 miles between Black Canyon City and Sunset
Point will experience the first flex lanes in Arizona’s highway system. 

The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) has a new animated
video online to help explain how the new flex lanes will work, found on a
newly launched webpage dedicated to explaining the system, along with pro-
viding information and resources for drivers. 

“The flex lanes are an innovative solution that increases safety and helps
address congestion in a very challenging geographic area,” said Annette Riley,
ADOT’s project manager for the I-17 Improvement Project.

The two-lane flex lane system is being constructed adjacent to the existing
southbound lanes and will carry one direction of traffic at a time. The flex
lanes are a proven system that safely addresses traffic congestion during peak
travel times, or if an unplanned incident would otherwise create all-too-famil-
iar delays. Typically, the flex lanes will be open to northbound traffic Monday
through Saturday and to southbound traffic on Sunday. However, the direction
of the flex lanes will be changed as needed, to whichever has the heaviest
traffic. They will be operational at all times, seven days a week. 

The new crossover lanes will allow vehicles to safely access the flex lanes,
which will be separated from the existing southbound lanes by a concrete bar-
rier. Steel gates will be installed in this concrete barrier in four locations, al -
lowing emergency responders access to the flex lanes, to redirect traffic into
the general purpose lanes in the event of an incident.

ADOT’s Traffic Operations Center will manage and monitor the flex lanes
remotely using cameras that will be placed throughout the corridor.
• Dynamic overhead guide signs will alert drivers to the open direction of the

flex lanes.
• Safety systems will be in place to prevent vehicles from entering the flex

lanes when traffic is flowing in the opposite direction.
• A specialized automated net barrier and swing gate system will operate at

both ends of the flex lanes.
• When one direction of the flex lanes is closed, a series of swing gates will

be extended. These gates get progressively wider and block access to the
flex lanes.

• Beyond the swing gates, a vehicle-arresting barrier with a net in the down
position will also prevent vehicles from entering the flex lanes in the wrong
direction.

These components of the flex lanes safety system are designed specifically for
reversible lane operations in controlling the direction of traffic. For more infor-
mation on the entire 23-mile I-17 Improvement Project between Anthem Way
and Sunset Point, visit improvingI17.com. ■
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Future operation of
flex lanes on I-17
First-of-its-kind system in Arizona will change
how drivers travel along the Interstate



N issan holds a key spot in EV history with its
Leaf, introduced in 2010 for the 2011 mod -

el year, the first mass-production 50-state elec tric
vehicle, setting the early pace for universal charg-
ing technologies, and boasting one of the highest
owner retention rates in the industry. Nissan Leaf
soldiers on, but while the spotlight has spread wi -
der through the industry over recent years, Nissan
has otherwise been pretty quiet on EVs. Until now.

And that’s fine. It’s a time of great change, and

some corporate caution can be appropriate. We’re
not huge fans of throwing away all the great prod-
ucts and technologies of the internal combustion
era, anyway; and it gave Nissan time for further
de velopment, a chance to really get it right. 

Their new entry is the 2023 Nissan Ariya. There
are nine variants (see sidebar) priced from $43,190
to $60,190. Five are front-wheel-drive and four e-
4ORCE all-wheel-drive (with just two of seven
trims offering both). Two base versions have lower

power, while higher power units have a "plus" des-
ignation (except for one). Our Evolve+ e-4ORCE is
sort of upper-mid-pack at $54,190 (there are three
higher trims, but only one higher e-4ORCE AWD). 

The first Leaf, much like early hybrids, had a bit
of look-at-me-I’m-different styling, while gen-two,
since 2018, was more conventional. The new Ariya
EV, a compact crossover, is also conventional in
ap pearance, while also evolutionary, great news,
as Nissan has been overdue for a facelift. They
call the new look “Timeless Japa nese Futurism,”
simple yet powerful modern styling.

Our week with the Ariya generated far more ob -
servations than average. But ours was a prepro-

duction unit (see sidebar). Many notes were about
issues with switches and screen, likely not com-
plete, and an incessant voice assistant, difficult to
turn off, which may or may not be complete. 

A positive direction that probably is complete is
that whereas we’re often surprised by EVs that,
despite being thoroughly electric, lack such com-
mon features as power seats, but this has those
and more, such as a nifty power console top. Such
pleasures are likely to dominate the final vehicle.

Suspension and powertrain are likely complete,
and we soon made fast friends with the driv ing ex -
perience—quick and accurate, accelerating and
handling nicely, smooth on rough pavements, gen-
erally lacking in no regard. Braking disturbed us,
however—generally adequate, but usually fol-
lowed by a very disquieting additional movement

forward. Regenerative brake implementations
vary tremendously, and on this the key is an e-Step
mode, which may have mitigated that, but instead
seemed to stop us about six car-lengths prema-
turely. We’re hoping this is still being fine-tuned.

Those loose ends aside, we found a likable new
machine representing a likable new direction or
two for this likable brand. It’s a handsome cross -
over with solid performance and content value. It
bears a bit less horsepower than some, though
has well more than most gasoline comparables, is
a more accessible entry to the EV world, and deliv-
ers a solid kick in the pants. Range and charging
times are both very good. Neat, tidy, functional
and purposeful, the new Nissan Ariya strikes us as
being ahead of the curve on the mainstreaming of
EVs—a solid entry from a solid brand. ■
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A big leap from Leaf—
Nissan EVs e-volve BY JOE SAGE

SPECIFICATIONS [ + e-4ORCE ]
ASSEMBLY....................................Tochigi, Japan
CLASSIFICATION ...............small station wagon
MOTOR..........................dual externally excited

synchronous motors (EESM)
OUTPUT.....................................................290 kW
HP/TORQUE ..............................389 hp / 442 lb-ft
BATTERY .........Li-ion liquid-cooled underfloor

91 kWh total, 87 kWh usable capacity
TRANSMISSION..............................single speed
DRIVETRAIN..................................................AWD
SUSPENSION ...................F: indep strut w coils,

23.4mm hollow stblzr bar
R: indep multi-link,

28.6mm hollow stblzr bar
STEERING...................................elec pwr-assist 
BRAKES................................F: 14.3x1.18 vented; 

R: 13.0x0.63 vented
WHEELS .......19x7.5 alum alloy w aero covers
TIRES ................................235/55R19 all-season
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................35.4 ft
GROUND CLEARANCE ..................................6.7 in
APPR/DEP/BRKVR.....................17.7 / 21.9 / 16.5º
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................182.9 / 109.3 in
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................37.9 / 36.6 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................42.3 / 37.0 in
CARGO CAPACITY .......................22.8 / 59.7 cu.ft
CURB WEIGHT ...........................................4899 lb
TOW CAPACITY .........................................1500 lb
CHARGING TIMES ........Level 2 (0-100%) 14 hrs

Quick charge 50 kW (10-80%) 90 min
Quick charge 130 kW (10-80%) 40 min

RANGE ...................................................272 miles
MPGe ........................97/86/92 (city/hwy/comb) 

BASE PRICE ........................................$54,190
TWO-TONE PAINT: Boulder Gray Pearl

/Black Diamond Pearl .................................350
FLOOR MATS ........................................................250
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1335

TOTAL ...................................................$56,125

2023 NISSAN ARIYA LINEUP
e-4ORCE

FWD AWD
Engage...........63 kWh.......$43,190.........$47,190
Engage+ ........87 kWh................---...........51,190
Venture+ ............." ...............47,190 ..................---
Evolve+ ................" ...............50,190 .....▼ 54,190
Empower+.........." ...............53,690 ..................---
Premiere ............." ...............54,690 ..................---
Platinum+..........." ......................---...........60,190

PREPRODUCTION UNIT
We receive occasional pre-production ve -
hicles for review, which can mean different
things. Most are indistinguishable from the
final—complete, just built in low volume
before the assembly line fires up at speed.
A few are more like prototypes, with some
features incomplete or only roughly in
place. Supply chain challenges the past
few years have contributed to more being
in complete, but we often don’t know spe cif -
ically what may be a temporary or partially
fleshed-out detail. There is also almost nev -
er an owner’s manual. As such, many issues
during our week may not be rep resentative,
so detailing them could be misleading. But
we do look forward to driving a final ver -
sion when available, so we can compare,
confirm or clarify any number of things.
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May Mobility, established in Ann Arbor, Mich i -
gan in 2017, is launching the first on-demand

public transit service using autonomous vehicles
(AVs) in Arizona, in the Maricopa Coun ty 55-and-
older community of Sun City. 

The service will be powered by Via, pioneer of
the TransitTech industry category, applying opti-
mized networks and new technologies to de velop
public mobility systems.

The goal of this deployment is to use AVs to
expand access to safe, reliable and equitable on-
demand transportation for aging adults, in turn
learning more about how its technology is adopt-
ed and addresses this group’s mobility challenges.

This is May Mobility’s first deployment in the
Western US, picking up on Arizona’s fast-growing
reputation as a testing ground for AV technology.
Previous deployments in a mix of urban, suburban
and rural areas span the Northeast, Mid west and
the South, in climates ranging from hu mid and
sub tropical to the frigid winters of Min nesota.

May Mobility and Via believe aging populations
stand to gain increased freedom and mobility from
AVs, and are dedicated to engaging, serving and
educating these communities to drive adoption of
innovative technologies. 

“We’re fundamentally chang ing public transit,
making it easier and more desirable than having a
personal car,” says May CEO Edwin Olson. 

“People are living longer, and we believe aging
populations stand to gain greater access to mobil-
ity with au tonomous vehicle technology. We’re
committed to providing safe, reliable transporta-
tion for people who don’t want to or can’t drive
themselves.”

“Our organizations are united by the vision that
advanced technology is key to expanding access to
efficient mobility for riders of all ages and needs,”
adds Via auton o mous lead Meghan Grela. “and we
believe Sun City is a model for innovative, in clu sive
public transportation for other communities around
the world.”

The service will operate Monday to Friday from
7 am to 5 pm through residential complexes, recre-
ation centers, grocery stores, pharmacies and
med ical centers. ■

More AVs on our roads: Arizona’s
first on-demand autonomous public
transit service for 55+ community



▼ “Automobili Ferruccio Lamborghini
S.a.s.” was founded 60 years ago, in 1963
— the initial name of an industrial venture
that, starting from scratch, revolutionized
the automotive industry and has evolved
to become today’s world-famous company
“Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A.” with over
2000 employees and delivering 9233 cars
in 2022. Automobili Lamborghini has been
holding a number of international events
to celebrate the anniversary, each differ-
ent, but all sharing the aims of involving
owners and their Lamborghinis, the official
Lamborghini Clubs, the dealerships and
fans around the world. The international
program of celebrations began in January
with the inauguration of the newly reno-
vated Lamborghini Museum in Sant’Agata
Bolognese and the exhibition “The Future
Began In 1963”. Important events have fol-
lowed: “Lamborghini Day Japan—60th An -
ni versary” in Suzuka; and “Lamborghini
Day UK—60th Anniversary”, which saw
over 380 Lamborghinis gathered at Sil ver -
stone circuit in April; and in May, the “60th
Anniversary Giro” tour in Piazza Maggiore
in Bologna Italy, with a Concours d’Ele -
gance open to the public, with more than
150 Lamborghinis participating.

▼ For those who dream of being tracked
more than they already are, and of having
their cars do the driving themselves, the
tire industry is saying their tires could
one day provide data to cars in real time.
While noting that technology, batteries
and data integration haven’t quite caught

up with Bridge stone, Good year and other
manufacturers’ drive to have tires provide
real-time road conditions to self-driving
cars, they say they’re working on it. Real-
time data could let an autonomous vehicle
in stantly adapt its driving, which Good -
year senior VP of operations Chris Helsel
says would be the “holy grail.”

▼ British supercar company McLaren Au -
to motive and engine supplier Ricardo have

announced a new long-term V8 engine
sup ply partnership for future high-perfor -
mance hybrid powertrains. Ricardo will
man ufacture the next-generation McLaren
V8 power unit, designed in-house by McLar -
en’s powertrain team, as part of a long-
term investment deal and part of the com-
pany’s Future of Performance strategy.
The agreement sees a continuation of the
long-term relationship between the two

UK-based companies, with Ricardo build-
ing both the V6 and V8 engines that will
power McLaren’s existing and future high-
performance hybrid supercars. Since the
introduction of the McLaren’s first series
production supercar, the 12C in 2011,
Ricardo has produced around 34,000
McLaren powertrains at its purpose-built
assembly facility at Shoreham-by-Sea,
then delivering them around 50 miles
away to the McLaren Production Centre in
Woking, Surrey, where McLaren designs
and hand-builds its supercars. The agree-
ment ensures Ricardo will supply both
hybrid and non-hybrid variants and, to -
gether with McLaren, make further signif-
icant investment in the high-performance
engine production facility at Shore ham,
with over 100 manufacturing engineers
and technicians dedicated to supply ing
McLaren’s high-performance powertrains.

▼ LiquidPiston, Inc., a technology start -
up based in Bloomfield, CT, is developing
combustion engines scalable from one to
over 1,000 horsepower, com pact (de liv er -
ing 1.5 HP/lb) and capable of utilizing effi-

cient fossil or renewable fuel. Their pat en -
ted High Ef fic i en cy Hybrid Cycle (HEHC)
and engine ar chitecture support next-gen-
eration fuel-energy conversion solutions
for hybrid power systems. The company
in tends to commercialize the XTS-210, a
25-HP two-stroke, supercharged, liquid-
cooled 210cc rotary engine. Compared to
current diesel piston engines, the XTS-210
design reduces size and weight by nearly
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80 percent, with comparable power out-
put. Representing the latest generation of
LiquidPiston’s X-Engine platform architec-
ture, the XTS-210 engine addresses the
fuel efficiency, lubrication, and fuel type

limitations of the traditional Wankel rotary
engine, an influential en gine design devel-
oped in the 1950s. The X-Engine is inher-
ently simple in design, with just two pri-
mary moving parts—a ro tor and shaft.
The 25-HP XTS-210 adds up to one bar of
boost through supercharging and operates
as a two-stroke, producing six combustion
events per revolution of the rotor, to deliv-
er smooth power from a lightweight pack-
age, roughly the size of a basketball. The
company has a $9 million development
contract from the US Army to develop a
prototype “core en gine” based on the
XTS-210 design for military applications
and is targeting delivery of an XTS-210
prototype to the US Army in 2024.
LiquidPiston has also received a $1.7 mil-
lion Army contract to power a hybrid-elec-
tric VTOL UAV demonstrator. This brings
the company’s Department of De fense
contracts total to over $30 million.

▼ Development and production of ICE
powertrains in Czech au tomaker Škoda’s
home town of Mladá Boleslav dates back
to 1899, when Václav Laurin and Václav
Klement built their first bicycle fitted with
an auxiliary engine. As early as 1905, Lau -
rin & Klement presented its first car, the
Voiturette A, powered by a 1.0-liter liquid-
cooled engine developed in-house. The
wholly owned subsidiary will now be ap -
plying its engine know-how to powering
50 models from seven Volks wagen Group
brands, as their engineers have been giv -
en responsibility for the next generation

of internal combustion en gines. New EA
211 series ICE powertrains will be follow-
ing the current three-cylinder engine pow-
ering 3.5 million vehicles over the last 15
years. Škoda engineers are already re -

sponsible for the MQB A0 Global platform
in addition to drum brakes across the VW
Group family. The Mladá Boleslav location
has also developed a new generation Škoda
Superb, alongside the new Volkswagen Pas -
sat. The EA 211 model range is character-
ized by a high degree of variability—en -
gines can be three- or four-cylinder, range
in size from 1.0 to 1.6 liters, with power
currently from 65PS to over 150PS. The
engines can use gasoline, CNG or ethanol

and are also available in mild-hybrid and
plug-in hy brid versions. The MPI units are
naturally aspirated engines with indirect
multipoint fuel injection, renowned for
their robustness. The TSI engines, on the
other hand, feature an exhaust pressure
wave supercharger—powerful, high-torque
en gines that can power a wide range of
models including 1.0 TSI, 1.4 TSI (for plug-
in hybrids such as the Škoda Superb iV),

and 1.5 TSI found in vehicles from Fabia
and Oc ta via to the Karoq and Kodiaq.
They offer drivers a combination of high
performance and low fuel consumption,
as well as excellent handling. The develop-
ers in Mladá Boleslav will continue to
improve and adapt these engines to the
needs and regulations of dozens of global
markets. The aim is to develop even more
powerful and more fuel-efficient engines
with lower emissions, with an emphasis
on maximum reliability.

▼ The latest fruits of a collaboration be -
tween Porsche and New York fashion la -
bel Aimé Leon Dore (ALD), the third joint
ve hicle project by the two partners, is a
highly individualized 356 B from 1960.
Pain ted in Mid night Blue, the one-of-a-
kind 356 ALD combines a purist sports
car de sign with luxurious accents. To
achieve the elegant appearance of its
body, front and back bumpers were
removed. The vehicle is retrofitted with
white wall tires on brushed aluminum
alloy wheels, with disc brakes. On the
front end, new fog lights are added, along
with a hand-painted ALD gold leaf crest on
the left fender. Mounted on the grille are
three specially designed badges that recall
the once-customary emblems of clubs or
motorsport events. The interior design

focuses on combining sty ling with com-
fort. The steering wheel is from the top
model of the time, the 356 Carrera 2. Seats
are Midnight Blue leather with tone-on-
tone stitching and a tartan pat tern in the
center sections. Seat backrests and floor
mats are upholstered in sup ple al paca lea -
ther. This special Porsche 356 B pre miered
at the re-opening of the ALD flagship store
in New York City in May. ■
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